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Abstract 

Excessive droughts on the African continent have caused the Swedish Meteorological and 

Hydrological Institute to launch a program of gathering data in hopes of producing models for 

rainfalls and droughts. A sensor capable of gathering such data has already been chosen, however 

there remains the problem of conveniently retrieving data from each of the sensors spread over a 

large area of land.  

To accomplish this goal, a small, cheap and efficient wireless capable module would need to be used. 

A possible candidate is the new WiFi-module from Espressif designated ESP8266. It is an extremely 

cheap and versatile wireless SoC that is able to perform the task of a wireless communications 

adapter for the sensor unit.  

The point of this thesis is to investigate the suitability of IEEE 802.11 for the task, and produce a piece 

of firmware for the ESP8266. The firmware shall enable it to be attached to a sensor and operate as a 

wireless mesh node in a self-organizing WLAN sensor network, enabling data retrieval via WiFi multi-

hop deliveries.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 
The recent strides made in microcontroller and wireless transceiver technologies have led to the rise 

of the concept of Internet of Things (IoT), a world where all devices in your home are interconnected 

and can seamlessly communicate either with each other (machine to machine communication), or 

with the end user. This brings on a whole new wave of exciting devices and gadgets, but also serves 

to raise a number of technical questions regarding what communication standards should be used in 

order to achieve this final vision of an interconnected world.    

In this thesis the focus lies on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), which have traditionally utilized low-

energy wireless communication protocols such as Zigbee, Bluetooth etc. – all implemented as one of 

the subsets of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.15 Wireless Personal 

Area Network (WPAN) standard.  

With an advent of new, efficient and low-cost wireless transceivers a door might have opened for the 

IEEE 802.11 standard, more commonly known as WiFi, to enter the realm of wireless sensor 

networks. This development has prompted a need for an extensive study into the possibility of 

combining the benefits of 802.11 without compromising operational requirements placed upon a 

typical WSN node.  

1.2 Purpose 
This thesis makes a practical attempt at designing and implementing a wireless mesh network of 

sensors that can benefit from the convenience and accessibility offered by the IP-based IEEE 802.11 

WLAN standard. While striving to achieve this it is important that the network still fulfills the power 

efficiency and routing constraints of a traditional wireless sensor network.     

The idea is to create a WLAN, where nodes (connected to sensors) can be dynamically added and 

removed with relatively small amounts of data communicated between each node, making data 

retrieval easy and convenient.  

For practical testing, this network will consist of ESP8266 modules programmed with the custom 

firmware that will be created as the result of this project. The network will then potentially be 

deployed in the South African province of Limpopo, where a Swedish government project to gather 

meteorological data using wireless sensors is underway. 

1.3 Problem Statement 
The main question that this thesis is going to attempt to answer is whether it is possible to design a 

viable wireless mesh network using WiFi SoCs (ESP8266), communicating using IEEEs 802.11 

standard. By the end it should be clear if such a network can theoretically compete with traditional 

wireless sensor network solutions available today.  

A part of this thesis will focus on investigating and attempting to fine-tune some of the minor 

properties of 802.11 in order to achieve better performance in regard to requirements on power 

consumption, throughput and durability placed on traditional sensor networks. 
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1.4 Limitations 
Due to the scope of the task at hand some limits had to be introduced on how much can realistically 

be done in this particular project.  

Since the hardware (in the form of ESP8266) was an inherent part of the project, it was decided that 

the implementation of the network in the form of firmware would only be written for this particular 

module. Also due to the scope of the project it is necessary for the resulting firmware to be clearly 

structured and commented so as to facilitate possible continuation and improvements upon it in future 

work. 

Furthermore, due to the extent of this study only theoretical comparisons between other modules 

and standards were conducted, since neither time nor resources were available for multiple 

implementations across multiple platforms. 

Another limitation was the fact that the actual sensor for this project has already been chosen, and 

the firmware implementation would have to be built around it, with minor or no modifications to 

sensor functionality. 

1.5 Report Structure 
This report is structured in the following way:  

Chapter 1 introduces the project, lists its limitations and presents the problem that is to 
be solved. The goals and important parameters that are later compared are all presented 
in the 1.1 Purpose section. 

Chapter 2 presents the SMHI project, its objectives and where in the wider scheme of 
things does this thesis fit in. The reader will get some background into the reason why a 
solution to this question is of interest. 

Chapter 3 presents the theory that needs to be studied in order to understand the 
problem and the proposed solution. Here all of the standards, concepts, protocols and 
models are presented so that the discussion in later chapters can be more interesting and 
concise.   

Chapter 4 explains how the process of planning and implementing the solution was done 
in the three stages of development (pre-study, implementation, evaluation).  

Chapter 5 is where the final implementation and its aspects are presented. Here the 
reader may find the technical specifications relating to the design of the hardware and 
firmware.    

Chapter 6 contains most of the discussion and evaluation of the resulting implementation, 
with references made to the previous chapters and theoretical comparisons between the 
implementation proposed in this thesis and some of the more popular solutions available 
on the market at the time.  

Chapter 7 is the final chapter featuring a summary of the results that presents them in the 
context of the goals set at the beginning of the project.   

This is followed by the Appendix consisting of DEWD API for the proposed firmware, datasheet 

of the Olimex MOD-WIFI-ESP8266-DEV and the C/C++ code making up the DEWDlib library and 

the underlying implementation.  
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Chapter 2: Background 

2.1 Introduction 
In order for the implemented mesh network to be as effective as possible, it is important to know 

where and when it is planned to be used. That is why this chapter will focus on presenting the project 

that has led to this thesis. Here the purpose of the DEWD project is explained, as well as a short 

overview of how and where it is being implemented, and especially how the implementation of a 

wireless network proposed in this thesis can help achieve its final goals. 

2.2 Drought Early-Warning Detection 
The continent of Africa has in recent decades seen a number of severe droughts, especially in the 

south of the continent where significant variations in climate between the coastal areas and those 

further inland make it difficult to predict weather conditions.  

Since 1960 there have been cases in Limpopo, South Africa, where summer-rainfalls produced less 

than 80% of normal levels of rain, causing crop failure and water shortages. These sorts of events 

have a habit of increasing the risk of other disasters such as wildfires, which have claimed dozens of 

lives since the 90s alone.   

This problem is recognized as important by humanitarian groups because much of the local 

population in the region of Limpopo is rural and relies on seasonal rainfalls to make a living, meaning 

that a lack of summer rains can (and has proven to in as recently as 2013 [1]) have devastating 

effects on the local agriculture, affecting thousands of people’s lives.  

The Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA) has together with Swedish 

Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research 

(CSPR) and a number of foreign institutions and universities launched a program in South Africa with 

Figure 2.1 The map of southern part of the African continent, showing approximate 
positions of sensor in Limpopo region of the Republic of South Africa 

Kartdata @2015 AdriGIS (Pty) Ltd, Google 
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the aim of discovering local patterns in the cycles of droughts and heavy rainfalls in the region of 

Limpopo.  

In the words of Lotta Andersson, a hydrology scientist at SMHI, for the local farmers this would 

translate into a system providing: 

“Early warnings that are useful to smallholders and water distributors, for example. 

This will help them better adapt their operations and mitigate the effects of the 

droughts” [2] 

One of the projects part of this initiative is the “Drought Early Warning Detection” (DEWD), aimed at 

implementing a system to improve the agricultural capabilities of the local farmers through better 

understanding of seasonal changes affecting the region. 

The chosen location for this particular project is the South African region of Limpopo, located around 

the Limpopo River that serves an important role in local agrarian community.  Successfully executing 

this project would require cooperation of local government agencies, research institutions and the 

community as a whole. Therefore, besides the Swedish and European organizations, local actors such 

as the Limpopo Department of Agriculture and universities of Venda, Limpopo, Kwa-Zulu Natal 

(UKZN) and Cape Town (UCT) have all joined forces to make sure the best possible results can be 

achieved.  

The work will be done in stages, beginning with data being gathered over a period of years. It would 

then need to be analyzed by research institutions in order to finally allow for modification to existing 

weather forecast models to be made and a comprehensible early warning system developed.  

The large amounts of data needed for this project have to be gathered over vast distances. At the 

moment this is done by using a Decagon EM50 data logger (see section 2.3 Sensor for more 

information) that lacks wireless capability. This makes the process of collecting data a slow and 

laborious one, with a person familiar with the device having to travel to each of the locations to 

physically access the data via a USB cable as can be seen in Figure 2.2.  

Figure 2.2 The picture to the left shows one of the first EM50 being set up in Mokwakwaila community back in 2013. The 
picture to the right shows how the data on such a sensor is being retrieved by physically connecting to its USB port. 

Source: DEWD Blog (2013) 
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2.3 Sensor  
The sensor used in the pilot studies (and as a base for this thesis) conducted by DEWD project is 

Decagon EM50 data logger hub with a variety of sensors attached to it. 

The EM50 has 5 input channels, each of which can support a Decagon Device sensor, in addition to a 

serial COM port that can be connected to a PC via a 3.5mm AUX-to-USB cable. The storage space 

available for sensor data is 1MB - enough for 36000 scans of all 5 channels. Five AA alkaline or lithium 

batteries can supply power to the device for 8-12 months.  

A number of such EM50 devices have been spread out throughout the various communities in 

Limpopo region. Decagon devices (sensors) are attached to the EM50 to measure differences in soil 

moisture at various depths (ranging from 10cm to 80cm), gathering and storing data that is later 

retrieved by local DEWD officials. 

Its main drawback is the high price per unit, with ~600USD for the data logger and ~90USD per EC-5 

moisture measurement sensor. The high initial price tag means this setup a costly investment for 

large area studies. It should therefore be noted that long term plans include making a cheaper, more 

specialized sensor, extended with means of harvesting solar energy [3] to power itself for indefinite 

periods of time [4]. 

2.4 Wireless Solution 
Since in current circumstances direct data forwarding to the storage servers is not viable (partially 

because GSM/3G/4G coverage is missing in some rural areas), there is no way around locally 

retrieving the data to a PC, or a smart device, and then forwarding it to the main storage center for 

analysis. This however leads to other problems that need to be addressed before the project can be 

expanded.   

Due to the environmental and social factors it would be beneficial if the expensive EM50 hub could 

be completely buried in the ground, lowering the risk of theft or damage due to local fauna. This of 

course would mean that the device would have to be dug up every now and then in order to 

interface with it. A better solution would be to fit EM50 with a custom wireless-communication link 

specifically adapted for DEWD circumstances. 

 Such a custom wireless solution for gathering data from the EM50 would offer wide benefits, 

including: 

 Low operational and initial costs – it would be possible to utilize the local community for 
collecting the data. 

 Flexibility – easier to modify and adapt solution to changing circumstances, which is not always 
possible when using proprietary solutions, supplied by private vendors (i.e. Decagon). 

 Convenience and ease of use – depending on the wireless standard, data gathering may be as 
simple as connecting to a WiFi hotspot and running an app on a smartphone. 

This thesis is meant to investigate the solution based on 802.11 WLAN, however it is only the latest in 

a series of similar theses that focus on investigating the advantages of using ZigBee [5] and Bluetooth 

[6] in the DEWD project.  
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Chapter 3: Theory 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes all of the concepts, standards and techniques one needs to understand in 

order to fully grasp the scope of the problem and the solution presented in this thesis.  

The chapter starts off by a short description of some of the major wireless communication standards 

commonly used in sensor networks. Here the strengths and weaknesses of Bluetooth, Zigbee and 

other WPAN are presented, along with a more thorough explanation regarding WLAN – the standard 

used in this implementation.   

The concept of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is explained in the third part of this chapter. It 

presents some of the variations of the WSN, as well as pointing out high-level design options such as 

network topology and configuration schemes, with particular interest paid to the mesh-like 

structured networks and their aspects and intricacies.  

Section 4 introduces the ESP8266 SoC, clearly defining its strengths and weaknesses. The modules 

hardware and software are presented in this chapter, along with its performance metrics regarding 

power consumption and signal strength. 

Finally the chapter is rounded off by explaining the basics of both serial and wireless communication 

protocols implemented in this thesis.  A general description of some of the routing protocols in use 

today, along with a quick overview of how the serial communication s accomplished, will serve as an 

introduction to sensor-to-node and node-to-node communication that is a vital part of the final 

firmware implementation.   

3.2 Wireless Communication 
Wireless communication has recently become a viable, and in some cases superior alternative to 

traditional terrestrial communication mediums. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 

has since 1963 been very active in developing radio and communication standards. The institutions 

main contributions come in the form of 802.x family of standards, defining the Ethernet and wireless 

specifications. This section will present some of the most popular and widely used standards and 

protocols developed by this establishment. 

Since listing all standards and protocols would be nearly impossible due to their abundance, it was 

decided to choose the three most popular ones used in low-power networks today. The point is to 

illustrate desired features, some of which are missing in WLAN, and make the evaluation in later 

chapters more thorough. In following sections four wireless standards will be presented – Bluetooth, 

ZigBee, 6LoWPAN and WLAN, commonly referred to simply as WiFi.   
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The figure above loosely illustrates the composition of each of the standards in the context of the OSI 

model. It should be noted that this figure shows only one of many possible setups of protocols, and 

some of the higher-level ones are easily interchangeable and are therefore not shown here in detail.    

3.2.1 Bluetooth 

IEEE 802.15.1 standard, now known as Bluetooth, has become a favorite when it comes to short 

range, low power devices such as wireless headsets, desktop mice and various gadgets. Although this 

standard was originally developed for low data rates, it has since evolved to accommodate higher 

speeds, with Bluetooth 3.0 and higher allowing for up to 25Mbps. 

Bluetooth uses the 2.4GHz unlicensed ISM band that it splits into channels for transmitting data. The 

technique used by this standard is called Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS). In essence 

when transmitting it first looks for unused channels (total of 79 channels, each 1MHz in length), and 

then switches the narrowband frequency channel 1600 times per second to one of the others, thus 

raising security and minimizing interference [7]. 

The latest version of Bluetooth is 4.2 and it incorporates all of the improvements of subsequent 

versions since 1.0 (higher data rates, longer range, lower power consumption, etc.), while 

introducing new key features for IoT. The range and power consumption of Bluetooth transceivers 

varies depending on the class the device is designed to operate in. The table below shows the three 

classes and how their range is related to power consumption. 

Class Range (m) Power Consumption (mW) 

Class 1 100 100 

Class 2 10 2.5 

Class 3 1 1 
Table 3.1 Bluetooth classes and their associated ranges and power consumptions 

Since version 4.0 there has existed an offshoot of traditional Bluetooth. This new technology has 

similar structure, but sacrifices throughput and accessibility in order to minimize power consumption 

of the transceiver. This new mode is called Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), or Bluetooth Smart, and is 

designed to accommodate low-power sensing devices. It significantly lowers the power consumption 

by changing the way a connection is established – making it simpler, thus allowing the module to 

L1 Physical 

L2 Data Link 

(MAC) 

L3 Network 

L5 Application 

ZigBee 

Protocols IPv6, IPv4 

L4 Transport TCP/UDP 

802.15.4 MAC 
  

802.11 

6LoWPAN 

802.15.4 

IPv6 

UDP 

ZigBee 6LoWPAN WLAN 

802.15.1 

Bluetooth 

Bluetooth 

Protocols 

Figure 3.1 Simplified version of the OSI model illustrating some of the protocols associated with Bluetooth, 
ZigBee, 6LoWPAN and WLAN standards.  
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spend more time sleeping (and in effect reducing average power consumption). On average BLE 

devices need only 3ms to establish a connection compared to 100ms of classical Bluetooth devices.  

It should be noted that while BLE is still technically Bluetooth, its devices are not backwards 

compatible, meaning they can only communicate with other Bluetooth Smart devices, not classic. 

3.2.2 ZigBee 

The ZigBee protocol was developed by a group of companies, under the name ZigBee Alliance, in 

order to standardize a networking protocol to be used in low data rate mesh networks. The protocol 

itself uses the IEEE 802.15.4 as a base for lower layers (of the OSI model) to build upon additional 

routing, encryption and configuration features. 

The IEEE 802.15.4 Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) standard was created for low-power, low 

data rate applications. It is designed to operate in 868MHz (Europe), 915MHz (US and Canada) and 

the 2.4GHz (most of the world) frequency bands, with 2MHz channel width and 5MHz channel 

spacing [8]. The standard, when operating on 2.4GHz, uses DSSS (see 3.2.4.2 WiFi L1 Protocols) and 

O-QPSK to modulate the signal carrier waves, giving a maximum of 250kbps (20/40kbps for 

868/915MHz) bandwidth.  

Although used as a base for mesh-networked ZigBee, the standard itself requires a central node 

(called central coordinator) to facilitate point-to-point or point-to-multipoint configuration. 

ZigBee networks are viewed as reliable and cheap to set up and maintain, if still somewhat complex 

and less convenient than WiFi or Bluetooth. With the theoretical maximum of 65k nodes ZigBee 

networks are designed to be able to accommodate large networks. 

The range of a typical device under normal circumstances may exceed 100m, while the transmit 

power consumption is approximately 60-80mW. Like BLE this technology uses long periods of sleep, 

combined with fast wake-ups and transmits to lower the average power consumption. This makes 

ZigBee modules perfect for remote sensor networks, where the operating times need to range from 

months up to a year on single charge.  

The negative side of ZigBee is that it utilizes different modulation techniques, making it impossible to 

interface with other, non-ZigBee devices (i.e. smartphones/tablets) without additional hardware. 

This inconvenience is the foremost reason why alternatives to this standard are investigated for the 

DEWD project described in this thesis.  

3.2.3 6LoWPAN 

6LoWPAN stands for IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Network and was originally based upon 

the IEEE 802.15.4. However it was eventually adapted to a point where it can use any PHY-level link 

to transport data. The idea was to develop a standard that allowed low-power devices (such as 

sensors) to easily communicate with each other as well as the Internet, thus making it the go-to 

choice for Internet of Things. 

As mentioned before 6LoWPAN is based upon IEEE 802.15.4. This means that it can utilize many of 

the benefits associated with 802.15.4 – such as longer range, lower power requirements and ability 

to seamlessly route via other nodes (mesh network). 
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While this standard enjoys the benefits of 802.15.4, it also suffers from its drawbacks – specifically 

the specifications regarding maximum frame size of 127 bytes. To circumvent this limitation 

6LoWPAN uses a complex scheme to compress IPv6 headers to as little as 2 bytes for some cases [9]. 

This together with another scheme for splitting IPv6 packets into multiple 802.15.4 frames allows 

nodes in a 6LoWPAN network to operate over largely the same protocols that are used by WLAN and 

the Internet.  

In practical sense a network of 6LoWPAN devices needs an edge-router to assemble and decompress 

the headers, thus allowing it to communicate with the outside world. Such a router would not need 

to implement this process at the higher levels of the OSI model, making it transparent to the end 

user. I would also be much simpler for it hardware and software wise to connect to IP-based 

networks (i.e. the Internet).  

In essence this was an attempt to create a protocol suitable for both the world of high-speed 

Internet and low-power sensor networking. Although it succeeds in many respects it is still not 

automatically compatible with WLAN based devices such as laptops or smartphones without 

additional hardware.   

3.2.4 WiFi 

WiFi is a wireless LAN technology based on IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard. The term “WiFi” itself has 

become synonymous with a WLAN network connected to the Internet, however it was originally 

coined by the Wi-Fi Alliance, a non-profit organization for certifying products compliant with their 

international standards for high-speed wireless communication. This technology was mainly designed 

to accommodate high-speed Internet traffic (i.e. streaming media) over the wireless medium and 

was in fact designed to serve as a wireless alternative to traditional terrestrial Ethernet over copper 

wire.  

IEEE 802.11 is a definition of rules for wireless communication using a number of licensed and 

unlicensed ISM frequency bands ranging from 2.4GHz (802.11b/g/n) to 5GHz (802.11a/n/ac) and 

even up to 60GHz for 802.11ad.  

Due to various factors such as component cost, power consumption of said components and signal 

penetration and range - the 2.4GHz frequency spectrum is the most popular choice when it comes to 

WiFi modules. Majority of wireless WLAN transceivers are specified for 802.11b/g/n and are 

therefore fully compatible with every other device using one of those standards. Seeing as today 

almost every smartphone, tablet, home and office has access to WiFi – this unprecedented 

interoperability of devices makes WiFI the most popular choice for IoT devices. 

Since WiFi is generally used to get access to the Internet it is almost always associated with and 

serves as a base for the TCP/IP protocol stack. Until recently there were very few microcontrollers 

able to handle the CPU intensive task of coding and decoding MAC&IP&TCP&HTTP frames. Now 

almost all wireless IC manufacturers have their own chipset families of modules designed for this 

specific task in mind. 

3.2.4.1 Channels 

The 2.4GHz ISM spectrum serves as a base for various other wireless standards such as 802.15, but 

also electrical appliances such as microwaves, baby-monitors and cordless phones. This results in 

high levels of interference, especially between WiFi and Bluetooth, since they frequently operate on 
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the same device (i.e. Bluetooth headsets connected to smartphones, in turn connected to WiFi). In 

order to understand why this is so, and how to avoid it one needs to understand the concept of 

wireless channels. 

A channel is a portion of the entire frequency spectrum that is designated to a device for signal 

transmission. These channels can overlap and their exact lengths depend on the way the data is 

encoded. The standard techniques used in 802.11 versions today are Direct Sequence Spread 

Spectrum (DSSS) and Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM), both explained in more 

detail in the next section. The exact number of unlicensed channels varies depending on the 

continent and country, with a maximum of 14 in Japan and 11 in North America.  

The picture above illustrates how the channels overlap and how theoretically only three of them can 

be used at the same time with minimal interference. Since overlapping may cause significant signal 

degradation it therefore becomes important to choose the least used channel in cases where one 

wants to maximize throughput. 

It should be noted that 5GHz frequency spectrum is less populated, has more and wider channels and 

can therefore offer better speeds due to less interference.  

3.2.4.2 WLAN L1 Protocols 

As mentioned earlier WLAN standards use one of several digital signal encoding techniques. Although 

many variations exist, for both 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands, here only the two most common will be 

discussed. They are DSSS and OFDM for 2.4GHz. These techniques are used to organize the 2.4GHz 

frequency band into a number of overlapping 22MHz (802.11b only), or 20MHz channels. Although 

both are “spread spectrum” (meaning they spread out the signal across the entire channel instead of 

centering it on a peak frequency) there are some differences in how they use these spectrums.  

DSSS being the oldest uses the easiest scheme, needing the simplest hardware - directly encodes the 

entire spectrum with bits, creating a continuous wave containing all symbols. This technique was 

employed by 802.11b/g standards, but has since been replaced by OFDM. 

OFDM, used in basically all the other 802.11 versions, instead splits the channel into multiple 

orthogonal waves (thus eliminating interference) that transmit data at lower rates. The advantage of 

OFDM is that it can encode more symbols in the same frequency band compared to DSSS, while also 

reducing effects of selective fading [10]. 

3.2.4.3 WLAN L2 Protocols 

The WLANs MAC layer protocol is somewhat extensive and is composed of many parts, one of which 

is known as Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). This protocol can be 

described as the wireless equivalent of the CSMA/CD for Ethernet lines. Both are designed primarily 

to avoid multiple transmits over the same channel that generally result in interference and collisions. 

2.40GHz 2.412GHz 2.437GHz 2.462GHz 2.483GHz 

Channel 1 Channel 6 Channel 11 

Figure 3.2 DSSS spreads the 2.4GHz spectrum into 14 channels, with a maximum of 3 non-overlapping ones 
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This protocol detects collisions by first listening to the selected channel to see if it is already busy 

before trying to transmit data. To this one can select to add Request To Send/Clear To Send 

(RTS/CTS) packets that solve the hidden node problem. The problem details cases where there are at 

least three nodes connected in a chain and the outer nodes wish to communicate with a middle 

node, but might be transmitting on the same channel, rendering the middle node unable to answer 

both at once, while also creating interference [11]. 

3.2.4.4 WiFi Amendments 

The 802.11 standard, since its release back in 1997, has been in constant motion, with updates added 

to the 802.11 versions culminating in the current release from 2012. Some of these amendments 

have been used independently, as in the case of 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, defining WLAN for different 

speeds, frequency spectrums and signaling techniques, while others were incorporated into the base 

802.11 itself, adding many features, including improved encryption options (802.11i) and the ability 

to roam between access points (802.11r/f).  

One of such amendments was 802.11s added in 2012 [11]. It defines the necessary MAC-layer 

communication and configuration functions to enable mesh networking at L2 of the OSI. Since it uses 

a routing protocol at the data-link layer, the effectiveness of such networks is greatly improved 

compared to higher layer implementations. For more information on mesh communication protocols 

please see section 3.5.2 WiFi Routing Protocols. 

It is unclear whether the 802.11 standard incorporated into ESP8266 is the latest one, and as such 

incorporates this amendment, however if it does it is possible this feature will become available in 

future ESP8266 SDKs. 

Besides the 802.11s one has the choice of b/g/n operating modes for the ESP8266 transceiver. The 

differences between them are limited, with 802.11b being the forefather of WLAN and only included 

because of legacy devices. The 802.11g is compatible with 802.11b and offers greater data rate 

(theoretical maximum of 54Mbps compared to 11Mbps). The 802.11n (the latest of the three) has a 

legacy mode, making it compatible with 802.11a/b/g. The central feature of this standard is the use 

of multiple channels (MIMO) to achieve communication rates over 100Mbps with a single antenna, 

while also increasing range per unit of power over 802.11g devices.  

3.2.4.5 WiFi Access Points  

WiFi Access Points (AP, sometimes also called hotspots) are the devices that administer and maintain 

a wireless LAN of clients devices such as computers, smartphones etc. In technical terms the WiFi 

clients are referred to as stations (STA).  

The WiFi Alliance has defined two modes of operation for 802.11 WLAN devices – infrastructure and 

ad-hoc. These modes are incompatible, and therefore only one needs to be chosen for a given 

network.  

Infrastructure mode is the standard operation mode people imagine when thinking of WiFi 

hotspots. It generally consists of an AP connected to the infrastructure (Internet and power 

line) that all other stations in vicinity connect to wirelessly. This group is called a Basic Service 

Set (BSS) that has a 48bit id identical to the APs MAC address.  
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Different BSS can be connected to each other by the use of a distribution system that can 

either be an external component such as a cable connecting two or more access points 

together, or an integrated component that does this wirelessly. Such a setup of single or 

multiple BSS’s is called an Extended Service Set (ESS) with a 32 character identifier (ESSID or 

just SSID) that acts as the LANs ‘name’. 

In infrastructure mode it is also possible for stations to switch between BSSs in the same ESS, 

this is called roaming. 

Ad-hoc mode – here each node acts as both a station and a simple AP in order to establish a 

peer-to-peer connection other nodes. To distinguish this setup from the infrastructure BSS the 

resulting network is called an Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS).  

Although it offers the obvious advantage of not needing an AP, unless proper routing is 

implemented the nodes operating in this mode cannot communicate effectively with others 

not directly connected to them. Generally this mode requires more resources and is only 

suited for smaller, temporary connections. 

The exchange of data in a BSS (or IBSS) can be encrypted using WEP or WPA (both older algorithms), 

or the more secure WPA2 added in 2004 as an 802.11i amendment. It uses Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) with keys up to 256 bits, and although not completely secure is still regarded as the 

best choice for average users. 

  
 

AP 

AP 

 

  

 

Figure 3.3 An example of an infrastructure WiFi ESS 

Figure 3.4 An example of an ad-hoc WiFi IBSS 
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In both modes APs or ad-hoc nodes need to somehow share status and synchronization data with 

their neighbors. In 802.11 this is done by the so called beacon frames that are set to be transmitted 

at predefined periods.  

These beacons maintain the connection and can be used to notify a given node that it should expect 

to receive data in a given amount of beacons, thus allowing that node to wake up from any power-

saving modes and prepare to process packets. This message is known as a delivery traffic indication 

map (DTIM) and can be manipulated to allow devices to sleep longer (saving more power), at the 

cost of max throughput. It also means that the AP/ad-hoc station needs to be able to buffer the 

required data for that time, which might not always be possible given limited resources of an AP or 

especially an IBSS station.  

The wait periods between beacons can also be increased at the cost of association and roaming 

capabilities, but in turn increase throughput, so these aspects should be balanced on a case by case 

basis in order to ensure best possible results.  

3.2.4.6 UDP 

The User Datagram Protocol is a lightweight L4 protocol for wireless communication. It has a very 

limited overhead, meaning this protocol is very useful in cases where large amounts of data need to 

be transmitted and processed with minimal delay, or it is better to request a retransmit, rather than 

wait for data to arrive in an orderly (and slower) manner. 

This is achieved by allowing UDP to communicate without using acknowledgement messages (ACK). 

This means that the transmitter cannot know whether the receiver has successfully received the 

packets. 

Another notable aspect of UDP is its low overhead (8 bytes compared to TCPs 20 bytes). Since this 

overhead needs to be embedded into each packet this ensures fast processing and more real 

bandwidth, however this also means that data integrity cannot always be guaranteed, and must 

therefore be ensured at the Application layer (L5). 

3.2.4.7 Transmission Control Protocol  

Most of the traffic generated by the Internet is transported using the Transmission Control Protocol 

(TCP) as the transport level protocol of the OSI model. TCP is a reliable protocol containing inbuilt 

algorithms for compression/decompression and error detection/correction. All this comes at a cost in 

the form of overhead data and elaborate algorithms for establishing connections and confirming 

packet reception.    

Unfortunately TCP was not designed for wireless medium, and therefore suffers in terms of non-

congestion packet losses (i.e. temporary signal loss of wireless device), asymmetric networks (non-

equal download and upload rates) and large Round Trip Times variations [12] [13]. A multitude of 

modifications to standard TCP have been made over the years, alleviating some of these issues, but 

on the whole this still remains a hot topic of research. 

3.3 Wireless Sensor Network 
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a network of autonomous sensors communicating with each 

other using any of the variety of frequency spectrums and standards. When talking about WSNs one 
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generally thinks of a Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET), where nodes can leave or join the network at 

any time and the topology can change rapidly and unpredictably.  

WSNs have traditionally been implemented using a myriad of public and proprietary standards, 

including Bluetooth, ZigBee and 6LoWPAN. These standards have been designed to accommodate 

the most common application cases of WSN – namely cost-efficient covering of large areas, where 

power is scarce and conditions harsh and in many cases unpredictable. 

An important aspect of these types of networks is low maintenance and robustness. This includes 

self-configuration and self-healing, seeing as a WSN is generally designed to function autonomously, 

over long periods of time, relaying data over large distances to storage hubs at specific intervals.  

Another very important feature is low power consumption. Since wireless communication generally 

stands for the lion’s share of power consumption in WSNs it has prompted the creation and 

extensive modification of 802.15.4 and a variety of proprietary low-power protocols and standards.  

As stated in the earlier sections 802.11 WLAN has generally been avoided in such networks, instead it 

has proven its worth in high-performance LANs, where high throughput is more important than 

power consumption. However with the recent trend of cheap WiFi modules fueling IoT, together 

with some innovative ways of lowering energy requirements this communication standard is 

becoming a more and more attractive choice for future low-maintenance WSNs. 

3.3.1 Topologies 

Sensor networks come in all manner of forms and sizes, with the structure and arrangement of links 

and nodes commonly referred to as the network topology. Many different topological structures 

exist, and generally all have some advantages and disadvantages and no single one is being 

considered superior to another. Of all the possible topologies – this section presents only the ones 

that were deemed essential for implementing and evaluating this network. 

3.3.1.1 Mesh Topology 

Mesh topology has the least clear description, since any network where each node can relay data to 

its neighboring node can be considered as mesh.  

The idea is to decentralize administrating functions (such as routing and configuration) amongst all of 

the nodes in the network. This means that each node has to act as a client and a server, not only 

sending and receiving data, but also in some cases calculating the best path for a package originating 

from other nodes.  

 

The strength of this type of network is in its robustness to node failure and dynamic structure. Since 

there is no central node, individual node failures are easily managed by internal rerouting by the 

Figure 3.5 An example of a mesh network of wireless devices 
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network itself. This makes mesh topology the most suited for WSN and other networks that are 

spread out in no particular pattern, along vast distances. 

This topology is fairly suited for ad-hoc networks, where communication is to be conducted point-to-

point, without the need of routing via a central hub. 

3.3.1.2 Star Topology 

Star topology, made so popular by traditional Infrastructure networks, is arguably the most 

commonly used network topology today. These networks consist of a central base-node (i.e. a 

router) that handles all of the routing and configuring of the client nodes (i.e. computers, 

smartphones, etc).  

 

The advantage of using this topology is that it is very lightweight for the clients and due to its long 

use has already had protocols and standards developed specifically for it, meaning that star networks 

are generally easier to set up and administer. Fringe nodes can be put into sleep-modes without 

major disturbances to overall network functionality, saving power for the clients. This however puts a 

lot of pressure on the central node, since a failure there generally results in the entire neatwork 

ceasing to function.   

3.3.2 Wireless Mesh Network 

Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) is a concept of employing a network of wireless-communication 

nodes in a mesh topology. These types of networks are generally considered as a cheaper, more 

reliable and preferable alternative to large, centralized star networks which have proved to be 

vulnerable and less cost-effective. In fact the Internet itself is a WMN consisting of millions of nodes 

and running a series of sophisticated routing algorithms.  

A WMN can be viewed as an ad-hoc network, where self-organization, self-healing and effective 

routing are key [14]. Generally one can speak of four elements in a mesh network: Mesh Clients 

(MC), Mesh Routers (MR), Access Points (AP) and Mesh Gateways (MG).  

Figure 3.6 An example of a star network with a central router/server and clients on the edges 

AP 

MR 

MC MR 

MC 

MC 

MG 

Internet 

Figure 3.7 A figure illustrating the function of each of the WMN components 
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Mesh Clients consist of devices operated by the end user (i.e. PCs and smartphones) while Mesh 

Routers constitute communication links, only relaying packets created by the MCs and not 

originating or terminating anything themselves. Access Points are devices capable of adding clients to 

the WMN (by for example broadcasting SSIDs) and Mesh Gateways provide a gateway to other 

external networks, like the Internet or other LANs. 

3.4 ESP8266 
ESP8266 was designed by the Chinese company Espressif Systems for uses in Internet of Things (IoT) 

systems. ESP8266 is a complete WiFi system on chip that incorporates a 32-bit processor, some RAM 

and depending on the vendor between 512KB and 4MB of flash memory. This allows the chip to 

either function as a wireless adapter that can extend other systems with WiFi functionality, or as a 

standalone unit that can by itself execute simple applications. Depending on the specific module 

variant (ESP-1 to ESP-12 at the time of this thesis) between 0 and 7 General Purpose Input/Output 

(GPIO) pins are available, in addition to Rx and Tx pins of the UART, making the module very suitable 

for IoT applications.  

The Software Development Kit (SDK) provided by Espressif contains a lightweight implementation of 

a TCP/IP control stack (lwIP) for WiFi communication. The modules houses libraries for optional 

services such as Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Domain Name System (DNS), 

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and Secure Socket Layer (SSL) libraries for Application Level 

programming. It incorporates 802.11 MAC extensions such as 802.11b/g/n/d/e/h/i/k/r that manage 

signal transmission, encapsulation, encryption, collision management and roaming functionality. 

The chip generally comes as part of a module, soldered to a Printed Circuit Board (PCB), however it is 

possible to purchase only the chip itself in order to create a truly custom module. The module 

variants currently available on the market may include an antenna (PCB or ceramic) or a U-FL 

connector, a hardware component for serial communication and a myriad of other auxiliary 

components such as resistors, capacitors and LEDs. 

3.4.1 Overview and Specification 

The module comes in many different variations (ESP-01 to ESP-12), along with non-Espressif vendors 

such as Olimex and NodeMCU. The main differences between these modules are size and additional 

components of the PCB, with some having an inbuilt PCB antenna and up to 7 GPIO pins, while others 

provide no easy access to GPIO and no antenna, but at a lower cost and module dimensions. 

The processor inside the module is a low power, 80MHz, 32bit Tensilica Xtensa LX. It is classified as a 

DPU, which is Tensilicas own type of CPU combining the strengths of a traditional CPU and a DSP to 

achieve better performance for data-intensive tasks. Multiple compilation tools exist for this 

processor with the ESP community even attempting to design their own version of gcc compiler to 

achieve more efficient code density and better performance. 

The amount of programmable memory varies depending on the module manufacturer, but generally 

ESPs come with either 512KB, 1MB, 2MB or 4MB of flash memory. 
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ESP8266 is interrupt driven, with a relatively simple OS and three levels of task priority, meaning that 

only three user tasks that can respond to interrupts can be defined. A function user_init() configures 

the module once its provided with power, and can be used to schedule the next task, or define a fully 

event-driven configuration.  

The module used in this thesis is an Olimex MOD-WIFI-ESP8266-DEV with all of the basic components 

of ESP8266, a PCB antenna, crystal and an easily accessed  UART with support for SPI and I2C, 

2Mbytes of flash, but more importantly for this thesis it has all the available chip pins mapped out for 

easier access. For more details regarding the components of the Olimex module please refer to the 

datasheet in Appendix B. 

3.4.2 Power Supply and Consumption 

Being a WiFi SoC, this chip requires a fair amount of power to operate its transceiver. It has 

incorporated some impressive power management features, including highly integrated components 

that allow for greater optimization and increased efficiency. All this makes ESP8266 one of the least 

power-hungry chips in the WiFi IC industry! Unfortunately its levels of demand are still higher than of 

those based on wireless technologies such as Bluetooth, or ZigBee. The official ESP8266 datasheet 

states this regarding current draw: 

Mode Typ Unit 
Transmit 802.11b, CCK 11Mbps, POUT=+17dBm 170 mA 

Transmit 802.11g, OFDM 54Mbps, POUT=+15dBm 140 mA 
Transmit 802.11n, MCS7, POUT=+13dBm 120 mA 

Receive 802.11b, packet length=1024byte, -80dBm 50 mA 
Receive 802.11g, packet length=1024byte, -70dBm 56 mA 
Receive 802.11n, packet length=1024byte, -65dBm 56 mA 

Deep sleep 10 uA 
Power save mode DTIM 1 1.2 mA 
Power save mode DTIM 3 0.9 mA 

Total shutdown 0.5 uA 
Table 3.2 ESP8266EX current draw at 3.3V as listed in the official documentation from Espressif 

However this is just the power consumption of the ESP8266EX chip, the entire module, featuring 

additional hardware such as LEDs, crystals, capacitors and registers revealed that actual consumption 

of the MOD-WiFi-ESP8266-DEV varied greatly from this table. The approximate idle (while ready to 

receive packets) current of the module was measured to be 70mA, with somewhat higher when 

receiving packets in 802.11n mode. Transmission drew 80mA current. 

Figure 3.8 Olimex MOD-WIFI-ESP8266-DEV module used in this thesis 
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The module was also prone to high current spikes in the range of 300mA at unpredictable points in 

time, often causing a full module restart. This problem does seem to have been dealt with in most 

recent SDK, however most manufacturers still choose to add additional capacitances parallel to 

power supply in order to prevent such instances from occurring. 

The ESP8266 can operate in a total of 3 power saving modes all of which sacrifice a portion of 

functionality to achieve lower power consumption. These modes are:  

 Light Sleep 

 Modem Sleep 

 Deep Sleep 

The Light and Modem modes are so called WiFi sleep modes. They are designed to be used when the 

module is in STA mode, meaning it does not have to actively send beacons to announce its presence 

and verify clients’ statuses.  

The Light Sleep WiFi mode is to be used when the module needs to maintain WLAN connection 

without actively transmitting or receiving data, allowing the CPU to operate at a lower voltage (or be 

suspended altogether) and turning off the WiFi modem between AP status beacons. This would allow 

the module to save power while still answer to beacons, effectively maintaining the wireless 

connection. In this mode a DTIM3 setup at the AP, with 300ms sleep and 3ms wake cycle can, 

according to the datasheet, lower power consumption to 0.9mA [15]. 

Modem Sleep is used when the CPU needs to be active. In this mode the WiFi modem is turned off 

between the AP status beacons, maintaining the connection at minimal cost while allowing the CPU 

to perform without interference. A similar DTIM3 setup as in previous example leaves the current 

consumption at 15mA [15]. 

The Deep Sleep turns of all functionality (CPU and WiFi modem), while maintaining only the RTC 

clock, allowing the module to be woken up by a timed interrupt. When waking up, the module 

performs a complete reset, meaning all RAM data is erased (although there is limited space in RTC 

memory block that does not get erased) and the WiFi connection needs to be re-established. 

Espressif claims a 300s sleep and 1s wake cycle (claimed as enough to connect to AP) results in 

average consumption of less than 1mA [15]. 

Important to note is that WiFi sleep-modes described above may not always be true. In test 

conducted in this thesis they only seemed to lower the power consumption to 20-50mA in Light 

Sleep and 40mA in Modem Sleep. Although conventional Deep Sleep resulted in an average of 10uA, 

there were instances when the deep-sleep sequence seemed to execute in an incorrect manner, 

leaving the power consumption at standby levels (~80mA). This issue has been known to Espressif 

that has promised to address it in future releases of the SDK. 

It should also be noted that the module is specified for voltages between 1.7V and 3.6V, meaning it 

can be powered by two AA alkaline batteries placed in series (achieving 3V). However the ESP will not 

work with a Lithium Ion (or LiPo) based batteries without additional power regulating circuits. 

3.4.3 Flashing Tools 

A flashing tool is the term used for a piece of software that enables one to write data into a devices 

memory. A typical flashing tool allows the user to choose a COM port, through which to upload data, 
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as well as the baud rate (upload speed) and the specific address of the memory block to be 

overwritten.  

There is no official flashing tool released by Espressif for the ESP, but a large variety of free, 

independently developed “flashers” are readily available. Some of the most popular ones are: 

ESPTool – simple, open source, platform independent (and therefore widely used) utility 

tool written in Python. 

NodeMCU Flasher – designed to upload NodeMCU firmware written in Lua, but works 

equally well for any firmware.  

3.4.4 Development Environment 

The Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE) was originally created to allow programming 

of microcontrollers attached to Arduino platforms, but eventually officially added support for 

ESP8266 modules. This environment included an easy to use structure and hierarchy that made well 

documented Arduino libraries a good substitute to the undocumented earlier SDK alternatives. 

Arduino IDE creates sketches that can include C/C++ or Java code and libraries, meaning they act as 

wrappers for the entire projects, effectively removing the need to worry about configuring the 

compiler.   

It should be noted that Arduino IDE added support for ESP8266 flashers and can be programmed to 

use a tool like ESPTool (or any other) to automatically upload sketches to an ESP device operating in 

flash mode.  

3.5 Communication Protocols 
The ESP8266 has a fully functioning UART supporting multiple serial communication standards, as 

well as the ability to implement 2/4-wire serial busses such I2C and SPI. The Olimex module used in 

this implementation has additional hardware together with the Universal Extension (UEXT) 

component, which allow for seamless communication using 3.3V asynchronous protocols, I2C and 

SPI. 

Following is a short description of the ESPs serial communication with EM50 data logger and some 

quick look at routing protocols that were later used as inspiration for the design of broadcasting 

algorithm for wireless communicating within the mesh network.  

3.5.1 Serial Communication 

ESP8266 has multiple peripherals through which it can interface with other modules in a classic 

embedded fashion. In this section only the setup of the communication link will be presented, since 

the exact flow of bits to achieve such communication was handled automatically by the module and 

is therefore deemed of no immediate interest for this thesis. 

In this case classical UART was used to decode output and encoding data to be sent to the sensor. 

Similarly EM50 data logger has an UART of its own and can do the same thing on its end. 

Serial asynchronous communication does not require a common clock, however in order for the data 

to be processed correctly and at right intervals a common baud rate (can be viewed as symbols per 

second) needs to be set for both  devices. The baud-rates supported by ESPs UART component range 

from 9600 to 921600bps, while the EM50 is configured for 9600bps as default. 
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Both the ESP and the data logger do not have any flow control signals, therefore the only signals 

required for communication were transmit (Tx), receive (Rx) and ground for establishing a baseline. 

The medium for this communication was the standard 3.5mm AUX copper cable about 0.5m in 

length attached to the ESP8266 on one end and the sensors available COM port on the other. Due to 

the short length of the cable no precautions were deemed necessary for reducing signal-energy loss. 

A diagram illustrating the setup of this link can be seen in Figure 3.9.    

3.5.2 WiFi Routing Protocols 

The two routing protocols presented here serve as good examples of two different approaches to 

wireless mesh routing schemes. 

3.5.2.1 OLSR 

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) is a proactive routing protocol, meaning the paths to each node 

in the network are known at all times through the use of a routing table, storing not only the route, 

but also the data regarding link quality [16]. The main advantage of this type of routing is that there 

is no need for route-discovery, each node knows right away where to send the packets, taking into 

consideration factors such as link stability and available bandwidth. This results in a highly effective 

routing scheme, but comes at a cost of high maintenance in the form of often unnecessary routing 

table updates that need to propagate though the entire network. Therefore OLSR works best in cases 

where the links stay stable for long periods of time. 

3.5.2.2 B.A.T.M.A.N. 

B.A.T.M.A.N. was created out of dissatisfaction with the way OLSR operated in large networks (~300 

nodes). This protocol foregoes the need to maintain a complicated routing table, instead focusing on 

knowing the direction the packets need to go. This is done by regular broadcasts where each node 

informs its neighbors of its presence, then those nodes forward this information to their own 

neighbors and so on, resulting in each node knowing in which direction to route packets, but not 

knowing the distance (number of hops) or link quality. This saves a lot of hassle in networks where 

links are constantly changing, since there is no routing table recording and updating unnecessary 

information regarding routes that might never end up being used. 

Tx 

GND 

Rx 

GND 
Rx 
Tx ESP8266 

Em50 Data Logger 

COM Port 

Figure 3.9 Serial communication was conducted over a 3.5mm AUX cable 
attaching ESP8266s Rx, Tx and GND to sensors Tx, Rx and GND respectively 
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A study of B.A.T.M.A.N. compared to OLSR showed its superiority in static networks, with more 

throughput and less overhead data, potentially meaning lower power consumption [16]. 

Still, being an infrastructure-based mesh protocol B.A.T.M.A.N. focuses more on throughput and 

minimal delay than link stability. This is in strong contrast to the more ad-hoc nature of the WSN 

designed for this thesis, where self-forming and self-healing are most important aspects.  

This protocol is implemented in Layer 3 of the OSI model, however a version of B.A.T.M.A.N. called 

batman-adv is designed to operate at MAC layer, thus allowing mesh functionality without the need 

for an IP address. This of course means that devices running the standard TCP/IP stacks 

(smartphones, tablets, laptops…) would be incompatible with devices using batman-adv.  
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Chapter 4: Method 

4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes how the process of designing and implementing the network was done. 

The integration of the ESP into the sensor unit and the following network configuration was done in 

stages. The first stage – pre-study, was devoted to getting familiar with the module and testing the 

limits of its capabilities to ascertain if it can support required features such as self-organization and 

stable day-to-day operation.  

The second stage was the actual implementation. The protocols and algorithms were implemented 

and adapted for this particular project. As much as possible of open-source code was used to allow 

for more time for fine tuning, but inevitably some code components had to be completely rewritten 

in order to fit into the vision of where this project is supposed to be heading.  

The last stage focused on testing the system for stability and fulfillment of the requirements and 

theoretically evaluating and comparing the immediate results. 

4.2 Pre-study 
Seeing as a large portion of the base functionality of the ESP8266 was added in the months after the 

start of the project, the pre-study was frequently revisited later in the development. Updates to the 

software development kit, or the documentation, made sometimes previously unknown functionality 

a better alternative to the planned one, thus prompting revisions and modifications to be made to 

major parts of the implementation in all of its stages of development. 

The modules power usage optimization functionality, such as sleep modes, AP configuration of 

beacon intervals and signal strength adjustment, were all examined in this stage. 

In order to shorten the development time it was also important to check for the availability of 

options for minimizing the eventual work, such as presence of ready-made libraries for establishing 

and configuring AP options and establishing TCP/UDP connections. Here the small yet very active 

community proved to be the best of sources of information. Because of the lack of documentation 

most of the features were described by enthusiasts, resulting in very developer friendly guides with 

open-source code freely available allowing for fast integration of said features into other project. 

 In this stage concrete requirements were composed and design decisions for future stages made. 

This often resulted in compromises between several desired aspects of the network. For example the 

necessity of active AP on each and every node – while making the total network coverage much 

larger allowing the users to connect to the network while in range of any node, also served to 

increase the power consumption, since the standard IEEE 802.11 library uploaded to the ESP8266 

allows for only infrastructure networks, meaning nodes with active APs cannot effectively go into 

sleep modes without losing connection to their clients.  

The WMN/WSN must be able to function as a MC, MR and AP. In essence each node must be able to 

create and function in a mesh network of an arbitrary size. Things like packet creation, routing and 

link reconfiguration have to be programmed into each node.  
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Another fact that had to be recognized was that there was no alternative to the standard TCP/IP 

stack flashed to the ESP8266. One of the main reasons for using 802.11 as a base for a WSN is the 

ease with which devices can be attached to it. It was from the start desired that smartphones and 

tablets, along with laptops should be used to gather data from the sensors. Through creation of a 

simple Android/iOS app (follow up project) it would be possible to further involve the local 

population in the process of gathering sensor data, and forwarding it to data centers.   

 

 

A scheme for wireless communication was designed based on the typical mesh routing protocols 

such as BATMAN and OLSR. The fact that the potential amounts of data were estimated to be in the 

range of 40 bytes per node, while the potential throughput of the network allowed for theoretical 

maximum of 54Mbit/s meant that, even with all encapsulations, there would still be no need for an 

advanced routing algorithm. 

4.3 Implementation 
The development of the firmware was done in C/C++ in Arduino IDE and Sublime text editor. The 

Arduinos ESPTool compiler was used to compile code and upload it to the Olimex MOD-WiFi-

ESP8266-DEV module. 

At the start of the process the SDK was still incomplete, with large portions of documentation either 

not translated to English, or simply non-existent. There were even cases where the documentation 

was listing faulty information, resulting in incorrect results. In total this firmware was developed in 

the course of three SDK updates. As more and more features became available, the firmware design 

and implementation had to be revisited. All of this served to greatly complicate development. 

The standard Arduino libraries that were automatically included by the compiler were of great use, 

allowing seamless configuration and execution of serial communication. In all stages of development 

User 

192.168.4.2 

Request 
Response 

192.168.77.1 

 

192.168.109.1 

 

192.168.25.1 

 

192.168.10.1 

 

192.168.4.1 

Figure 4.1 Example of a wireless mesh network of sensors with each hosting its own subnet. A request from the 
user propagates through the network and the responses converge at the root in a recursive manner. 
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the ESP8266 community proved to be of great use, providing solid and extensive test data of many of 

the modules features. 

In this stage it became evident that specific ways of coding the chip had to be adopted, for example 

when executing tasks it is important to give the processor time to listen to WiFi radio, serial COM 

port and do all of the auxiliary processes related to these tasks. A specific timer called the watchdog 

timer makes sure to restart the module in an event this is not done. Avoiding this can be done by 

either adding delay() at the end of each loop iteration or feeding the watchdog by calling a specific 

function listed in the SDK. 

During the early stages of the implementation of broadcasting feature it became evident that 

standard list functions do not function on an ESP8266EX MCU. In practical sense this meant that 

arrays would have to be used instead, meaning there would be a limit to the amount of active 

broadcasts (a round robin array of 5 simultaneous broadcasts).  

4.4 Evaluation 
Here the firmware was largely finished and the point was to conduct testing and discover the limits 

of the implementation. It was in this stage that some potentially serious errors concerning ESP8266 

functionality were discovered, which prompted changes being made to the implementation. The 

details of the problems and bugs discovered can be found in section 5.5 Testing.  

In this phase it was necessary to review the pre-study material once again in order to make an 

evaluation or the firmware implementation. The firmware’s aspects concerning power consumption, 

along with testing led to conclusions being made regarding the modules power supply and its 

sustainability and longevity in the field.   

For the conclusions and results of this phase see the following chapters. 
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Chapter 5: Results 

5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the resulting implementation created in the course of this thesis. It is split into 

sections describing the overview of the hardware setup, followed by a more detailed description of 

the ESP8266-to-Sensor serial bridge, the ESP8266 firmware composing the important aspects of the 

network, the structure of the code library and the broadcasting algorithm. The final section describes 

the result of the testing conducted using this firmware uploaded to an Olimex MOD-WIFI-ESP8266-

DEV module.    

5.2 Hardware 
The first of the two major external components added to the MOD-WIF-ESP8266-DEV and the EM50 

data logger was the 3.5mm AUX copper cable approximately 0.5m in length. This cable served as the 

medium through which the UART based serial communication would be conducted. Since the AUX 

only supports 3 channels (TX, RX and GND), no flow control was implemented for the communication 

link. Indeed, extensive testing showed that ESP8266 microcontroller was fast and efficient enough to 

manage communication at baud rates potentially surpassing 115200, however 9600 (default sensor 

baud rate) proved to be adequate to achieve near-instantaneous serial communication.  

In order to power the ESP module a battery pack had to be incorporated into the setup. Since 

virtually all ESP8266 (including the Olimex one) are specified for 2.7-3.6V, it would be impossible to 

utilize Lithium cells (Li-ion/LiPo), without some sort of voltage regulator bringing down the operating 

voltage from 4.2V to recommended 3.3V. Therefore the most convenient choice was two serially 

connected Alkaline AA batteries. The voltage of such a battery pack would initially be 3.3 before 

settling on ~3V until the current runs out.   

 

Figure 5.1 The setup used for testing mesh, and sensor communication functionalities, featuring ESP8266 modules in 
both standalone versions and as part of a EVB board 

Since the deep-sleep feature of ESP8266 was greatly desired in this thesis some minor routing had to 

be done to enable timer wake-ups thanks to the on-board RTC timer. For this purpose the EXT_RSTB 

(external reset pin) pin was directly routed to XPD_DCDC (GPIO16) pin. After setting the module into 
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deep-sleep, when the RTC timer runs down to 0 a low signal would be sent to the EXT_RSTB, forcing 

the ESP8266 to do a partial reset, emptying all RAM (except for specially designed 512byte RTC user 

data block) and executing the setup function. 

5.3 ESP8266-to-Sensor Bridge 
The communication between the sensor and an ESP module is conducted via a 3.5mm copper cable 

using UART serial interface for coding/decoding data at 9600 baud. Some minor formatting of 

messages sent to and from the sensor was necessary, but the current solution allows for some 

specific commands to be sent from a device to all ESPs within the MESH network using either TCP or 

UDP.   

5.3.1 Sensor Communication 

Using the implemented broadcast described later in this chapter it was possible to communicate to 

either a neighboring ESP8266 node, or flood the network with a particular command to be executed 

on each of the sensors in the network. 

In the “Programming the Decagon Em50 data logger” [17] a partial list of commands to the EM50 is 

defined. Seeing as the firmware broadcasts can print any arbitrary data to the UART (that should be 

connected to the EM50), this document was used for testing purposes to ensure correct format for 

sensor-ESP communication.  

Figure 5.2 presents a partial list of commands that were tested to work in this implementation. Some 

additional commands for dumping stored data were also tested to work. For the complete API please 

refer to the original report that can be found through the Bibliography chapter. 

Figure 5.2 Snippet of the list of the commands to the Decagon EM50 data logger 
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5.4 ESP8266 Firmware 
The custom firmware written for ESP8266 was the major part of this project. All of the code was 

written in C/C++ and utilized a number of successive versions of the SDK, starting with v1.0.1 and 

finally settling on 1.2.0, which has since then become superseded by newer versions. 

In addition to the SDK and all the binary libraries it includes (TCP/IP stack, netio throughput 

measurement tool, etc.) some native Arduino IDE libraries for serial communication and an open-

source Arduino WiFiShield re-implementation for ESP8266. These libraries were used to significantly 

shorten the development of standardized functions like UART, WiFi connection establishment, TCP 

socket configuration and many others. 

The firmware defines the behavior of the ESP8266 nodes, thus in essence also defining the 

characteristics of the entire network. The underlying design of the firmware, along with its most 

important components will be presented in this section. Figure 5.3 illustrates a simplified structure 

and layers of the final firmware suit uploaded to each of the MESH-networked ESP8266 to be 

deployed. 

In order to ease testing and evaluation an API was created for the ESP module allowing serial input to 

be issued from the user to control the modules operations and print debug data. The complete table 

listing all of the commands and flags can be found in the Appendix A section of this report. 

5.4.1 Network Implementation 

The WLAN implementation that resulted in the course of this project bears resemblance to a typical 

Wireless Mesh Network, where each node has the ability to act as a Mesh Router, Mesh Client and 

Access Point.  

The entire network is split into a number of Virtual LANs (VLAN), where each node (when setting up 

its AP) is randomly assigned its own subnet in the 192.168.x.1/24 range, meaning a total theoretical 

maximum of 255 access points can be attached to the network. After that the current 

implementation allows only client-nodes (nodes in STA-mode) to be added, with the theoretical 

maximum of 255*7 = 1785 such additional nodes. The reason for not being able to utilize the total of 

Figure 5.3 A diagram illustrating the components of the complete firmware implementation 
flashed to the ESP8266 modules. 

Arduino Sketch 

DEWD Code 

ESP8266 SDK 

ESP8266WiFi.h WiFiUDP.h IPAddress.h WiFiServer.h      

ESP8266 Firmware 
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255*255 nodes in mixed STA-AP modes is the fact that in its current state ESP8266 supports a 

maximum of eight clients. Thus, the best case scenario results in each node having only one client (to 

maintain its presence in the MESH), thus leaving additional seven possible connections slots for 

stations. 

The network itself is self-organizing, meaning it configures and heals automatically when new nodes 

are added or removed. This aspect of the network proved somewhat hard to implement partially due 

to the ESP8266 chip, but also the 802.11 standard itself. For more on this see Chapter 6. 

During the pre-study page it became apparent that the ESP8266 was unable to implement a multi-

channel mesh network that would minimize wireless interference and data collisions. The reason for 

that was the fact that ESP’s hardware is not suited for mesh networking in a sense that it does not 

allow for multichannel operation for each interface (STA and AP).  

As the result of this only the first (root) node chooses the channel, with all subsequent nodes 

automatically reconfiguring their hardware (and in essence software interfaces) to the same channel 

when connection to root is eventually established. 

It is important to note that since the nodes are constantly polling for an AP to connect to (while at 

the same time broadcasting their own) the first two nodes will always establish bi-directional, 

symmetric connections – meaning each will be at the same time the host and client of the other. This 

might change with time as nodes are moved, or new added, potentially adding new APs with 

stronger signals, causing reconfigurations to occur.  

Due to this fact it should be noted that the nodes need to be added sequentially to the MESH, 

otherwise isolated pockets might form if multiple pairs of nodes are initiated within a short amount 

of time. An example of such a situation can be seen in Figure 5.4. 

This situation is avoided if each node is enabled in succession with a period of 10 seconds in 

between. Tests also proved that the limited roaming capabilities of the ESP8266 serve to reduce the 

risk of such cases occurring when automatic network reconfiguration is performed by the modules 

themselves.  

  
  

  
  

  

  

Node1 
Node2 

Node3 

Node4 
Node5 

Figure 5.4 Although all nodes can be chained together to establish a single network, if nodes 1-4 are initiated 
within a short period of time they can form two identical, but isolated service sets (ESS1 andESS2). Node 5, 
being an odd node joins the AP in ESS2. 
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5.4.2 DEWDlib 

In order to ease future development the firmware implementation was split into a number of 

components built out of single or multiple C++ classes and open source libraries (such as Arduino 

Serial). The components are: 

 DEWDWiFi – contains functions for establishing and maintaining a mesh WLAN. 

 DEWDComm – merges all communication components (serial, TCP, UDP and WiFi) and 

manages the inputs and outputs from the sensor. 

 DEWDBroadcast – a class for easing the handling of TCP broadcasts and their responses 

 DEWDTCP – a class for establishing setting up and maintaining TCP sockets within the 

mesh network. 

 DEWDUDP – a class for establishing UDP unicast and multicast communication within 

mesh network 

 DEWDESP – incorporates functions that do not fit into any of the above classes 

This implementation was designed to accommodate interchangeable components, meaning not only 

can components be edited or re-written, but the classes within them can be replaced with relative 

ease as long as the inputs and outputs stay the same. This makes it much easier to adapt this 

firmware to constantly changing ESP8266 SDKs and Arduino libraries. 

5.4.3 Broadcast 

The L4 Transport Layer broadcasts implemented in this project differ from traditional broadcasts in 

that they are actually conducted by flooding the network with TCP packets, therefore each broadcast 

is a series of point-to-point message deliveries. 

The broadcast algorithm is simple, with clarity prioritized before efficiency and speed. It breaks the 

entire network into a tree-like structure where root is the broadcast originator and each subsequent 

level of the tree indicates the number of hops from root. The arrival of responses follows the 

traditional recursive scheme where the outermost nodes, with no children, are first to respond, 

followed by parent node, accumulating all the responses at the root node. 

 

  

Unfolded Network Actual Network 

Figure 5.5 An abstract illustration of network unfolding used by the broadcasting algorithm. Highlighted node represents the 
AP which the user connects to. Choices on where to break loops during the unfolding process depends round trip times.  
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The said implementation functions using three types of flagged messages that are sent between all 

nodes in the network: 

 ‘B’ - Broadcast messages consisting of a commands 

 ‘R’ - Responses to ‘B’ consisting of instances of valid data from one or multiple nodes 

 ‘W’ - Wrong response to indicate that given node already received this request 

In order to initiate a broadcast the user has to send a ‘B’-flagged message to the ESP-node it is 

connected to. This starts a process that is repeated step for step for each node connected to the 

same mesh network. A pseudocode snippet simplifying the real algorithm is presented in Figure5.5. 

The normal flow is: broadcast messages flood the network, every node increases the 

expected_responses counter for each node connected to it -> when an edge-node is reached the 

response is composed out of the sensors response, and then sent to parent -> for each response 

received by a node the expected_responses is decreased, when it reaches 0 the node itself generates 

sensor data and adds it to responses -> this process eventually results with the root nodes Broadcast 

object having accumulated responses from all nodes in the network. 

Thus the payload (which usually consists of a command to the sensor) is forwarded to all the 

members of the network and the responses are accumulated from the edges inwards towards root, 

where the last node forwards all of them to the users IP address.  

Such a payload can for example be a command to map the entire network (MAP_NETWORK), 

resulting in a broadcast looking something like “B 123 192.168.4.2 MAP_NETWORK”. Since this is a 

TCP broadcast any device using standard TCP/IP stack can compose such a message and initiate a 

Figure 5.6 Pseudocode illustrating the broadcasting algorithm and the main classes associated with it 

Response Message 

char flag 

int id 

String response 

Broadcast Class 

int id 

IPAddress src_ip 

String response_string 

int expected_responses 

Broadcast Message 

char flag 

int id 

IPAddress src_ip 

String payload 

if (message.flag == B) 
 if (message.id == active_broadcast_id) 
  return;  
 if (current_node == edge_node) 
  response(R, message.src_ip,  get_sensor_data()); 
 else 
  DEWDBroadcast br(message.id, message.src_ip); 
  br.response_string += get_sensor_data(); 
  forward_broadcast(B, host_ip, message.payload); 
  br.expected_responses++; 
  foreach(client) 
   forward(B, client_ip, message.payload); 
   br.expected_responses++; 
else if (message.flag == R) 
 If (message.id == br.id) 
  br.response_string += message.payload; 
  br.expected_responses--; 
  if (br.expected_responses == 0) 
   compose_response(R, br.src_ip, br_response_string); 
else if (message.flag == W) 
 if (message.id == br.id) 
  br.expected_responses--; 
  if (br.expected_responses == 0) 
            compose_response(R, br.src_ip, br_response_string); 
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broadcast – all that is required is TCP server/client application such as TCP/UDP Terminal for Android. 

It should also be noted that it is possible to broadcast any ESP8266 command listed in Appendix A. 

Each sensor response is formatted into the respose_string that consists of the following bytes:  

 18 bytes - ASCII representation of the ESP8266s STA MAC address followed by a space char 

 Arbitrary nr of bytes -sensor response  

 1 byte - separation character ‘;’ signaling end of response  

All similar responses can be appended to this string. The MAC address makes it easy to identify which 

node the response belongs to, and can also be used to map the network. 

5.5 Testing 
Extensive testing of the firmware loaded ESPs proved that on average it took 6 seconds for a node to 

connect to a MESH AP, with sometimes multiple attempts having to be performed if multiple 

modules were trying to establish a connection at the same time, or be unlucky enough to attempt to 

connect while the host was busy transmitting beacons. 

After a longer period of stability testing it became evident that ESP does not always correctly handle 

administering clients while in AP mode. Rapid reconnection of a module (having the same MAC, but 

different IP) to the same AP sometimes resulted in the ESP being connected on the link layer of the 

OSI, but not on the IP level. The only solution to this problem would be to fully disconnect and 

reconnect to mesh, or to simply restart the module, resetting its connections. 

5.5.1 Power Consumption 

Power consumption testing with different features yielded a clear indication that it would be 

impractical to attempt to power the ESP8266 with a single 2S AA battery pack. The current drawn 

while in AP mode is simply too large a drain, with a set of 2500mAh batteries rendered empty in the 

course of little over a day.  

The actual power consumption of the MOD-WIFI-ESP8266-DEV differed somewhat from the actual 

specification provided by the vendor, which is not surprising considering the Olimex module had to 

add a number of components to enable the ESP866EX MCU to run smoothly. The following results 

were measured while keeping the modules in idle states (no wireless transmissions): 

Power Saving Mode Operation Mode Current Draw from Supply 

NONE AP, STA and AP_STA 70mA 

WiFi Modem Sleep STA only 40mA 

WiFi Light Sleep STA only 20-50mA 

Deep Sleep AP, STA and AP_STA 10uA 
Table 5.1 Current drawn from supply source for an Olimex MOD-WIFI-ESP8266-DEV operating in different modes and 
utilizing power-saving sleep modes 

Some thoughts in regard to solutions to the problem of excessive power consumption and the 

discussion of significance of the results in Table 5.1 are presented in section 6.1.3 Power 

Consumption in the next chapter. 

5.5.2 Signal Range 

The ESP8266 module is advertised as having sufficient functions for optimizing signal strength and 

detection in order to achieve a range of over 300m with a line of sight. As a part of this thesis a set of 
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tests was conducted to find out if such results could be attained for the implemented firmware using 

different 802.11 PHY modes.  

The test was conducted using two Olimex MOD-WIFI-ESP8266-DEV modules in AP_STA modes, with 

default PCB antennas. The modules were taken to an open area and positioned on an elevated plane 

with a clear line of sight. Since establishing maximum range would be extremely difficult in urban 

environment it was decided to compare signal strengths for different modes at different distances. 

This was done by each of ESPs own scan of the channels.  

PHY mode Distance Tx Signal Strength 

802.11n 20m -57dBm 

 100m -78dBm 

802.11b 20m -69dBm 

 100m -83dBm 

802.11g 20m -68dBm 

 100m -82dBm  
Table 5.2 Ranges of the ESP8266 transceivers in different 802.11 modes 

Results of such tests tend to depend on many factors, some of which are completely or partially out 

of control of the tester (weather and interference from other wireless devices in the area), while the 

testing environment itself changes drastically when antenna direction is changed. Therefore the 

results presented here should only serve as rough estimates. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion 

6.1 Results 
Here the results presented in previous chapter will be analyzed and discussed in an informal manner. 

First the WSN aspects of the implementation are presented. These include stability, accessibility, 

network design and scalability. This is followed by a short analysis of the broadcasting algorithm, 

power consumption and a section detailing the results of the testing.   

6.1.1 Wireless Sensor Network 

Network stability is something that is harder to achieve in an 802.11 based WMS than for example an 

802.15 one. Primary reason for this is that 802.11 was originally designed to accommodate transfers 

of large amounts of data at the cost of power consumption and (to some degree) range. Although 

mesh-like networks are becoming more and more widely used, there are notable problems, 

specifically with the MAC protocol, that make concepts like multi-hopping very problematic to 

implement without sacrificing a lot of the throughput.  

All that plus the added requirements that follow when the network is used as a WSN make the 

implementation designed in this thesis somewhat inferior to ZigBee or 6LoWPAN networks in almost 

all of the desired aspects defined at the start of this project. The one thing that was kept throughout 

the development was the ease of accessibility and minimal configuration and maintenance. Once 

some specific parameters are set (at compilation time) the proposed implementation does not 

require any intervention from the user to setup and maintain a functioning mesh network. This 

means that data retrieval is potentially only one TCP request away from the user, making it extremely 

easy to make an Android/iOS app that would allow for any person with a WiFi-capable device to 

assist in the data gathering process for the DEWD. 

Because of the untested nature of WiFi in WSNs, and specifically WSN in DEWD project, it is unknown 

exactly what aspects are unimportant enough to be stripped away. All this results in a general 

module that can do everything mesh-related (act as MC, MR, AP and to some extent MG), but excel 

at nothing. It is my belief that with some field-testing and concrete rules for how this module is to be 

used would allow for tweaks that could significantly improve the performance.  

Questions like how often and long the module should be awake can do much to improve stability and 

power consumption. While knowing what kind of power supply to expect can indirectly affect most 

of the defining factors, including stability, range and throughput. Inversely, knowing what range is 

actually needed can affect all the same factors. 

The scalability of the network could also be improved by a handshaking with exchange of control-

data prior to initiating an AP. The data shared could be the already existing subnets, making it less 

likely that a collision could occur. Likewise a use of a single, network-wide DHCP server would 

accomplish the same thing – if at the expense of centralization and introduction of a potentially 

critical point of failure. However with the relatively short range of the standard PCB antenna of an 

ESP8266 module it would be highly unlikely that a single MESH network can encompass entire sensor 

area, making the need for scalability less of an issue. It is likely the MAC protocol will become a more 

important issue long before the application-specific restrictions come into effect. 
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It was regrettable that the process of connecting to an AP takes up to 6 seconds (assuming no 

interruptions), considering ZigBee modules can do the same thing in less than 100ms. This is where 

the official advertised “wake up and transmit packets in <2ms” proved a big disappointment. 

Although the type of “packet” is not specified, the practical results of testing proved that configuring 

the transceivers takes magnitudes longer. 

6.1.2 Broadcast 

The decision to abandon UDP was made due to its unreliability and incomplete implementation for 

ESP8266. With regard to network - as each node creates its own subnet it becomes increasingly 

problematic and less advantageous to use UDP. The simplicity of broadcasting is lost with the need to 

use multicast methods and as the number of nodes (and thus potential points of failure) increases it 

becomes more and more important to know that the packets actually reached their desired 

destination.  

For this TCP is a much more suitable choice. The fact that this protocol automatically ensures that the 

sender gets acknowledgement messages when sending data means that potential problems with the 

connection can be discovered and investigated right away, meaning no time and effort is wasted 

implementing similar functionality for UDP.  

The additional overhead data of the TCP packets, as well as additional time required to conduct the 

three-way-handshake were deemed to be acceptable tradeoffs for the increased stability and 

determinism TCP brought in. 

6.1.3 Power Consumption 

The 70mA average current is very impressive for a WiFi SoC, but rises way above modules based on 

low power 802.15 standards, implementing power saving features and smart sleeping patterns . 

Although it is unrealistic to expect 802.11 transceivers to perform for months at a time on a single 

charge, it should still be possible to achieve better results than those presented here.  

With the results gathered in 5.5.1 Power Consumption it is possible to simply calculate amount of 

time a node can be active per day, as a function of how long it should last on 2 AA batteries (total 

2200mAh). The formula for calculating idea battery lifetime is:  

𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑚𝐴ℎ) / 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐴)  =  𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠  

To this one should add a multiplication with a value 0.0-1.0 simulating real world effect such as 

natural self-discharge and temperature effects, giving the final formula: 

𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑚𝐴ℎ) / 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐴) ∗ 0.85 =  𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 

For 2200mAh AA Alkaline batteries this yields almost 27 hours.  So 1 month~500 hours 

gives three 1-minute wakes each hour for a 16-hour day (if one assumes no wakes 

during the night). If no night-time sleeps are included the total amount of battery time 

hours is ~720 and the results drop to two 1-minute wake cycles per hour. 

These numbers are certainly not ideal, and speak strongly in favor of adopting a larger battery and/or 

a way to harness renewable energy by the use of solar panels.   

Certain changes in the design of the network can help spread out the responsibilities of maintaining 

the connections, gathering data, routing packets and serving WiFi stations (users requesting sensor 
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data). Simply by introducing specialized nodes acting as only MCs (responsibility for uploading sensor 

data to the network) would allow to lower power consumption for those modules by 40%. Further 

addition of specialized MGs (designed to serve stations) that automatically collect and locally store all 

data, could potentially allow for extended sleep periods and use of MQTT protocol for quick uploads 

at specific points in time, couple of times a day.  

Just like everything else this would come at a cost – the power consumption would no longer be 

uniform, making it necessary to create custom solutions for each type of node. Another drawback 

would be centralization – too much of responsibility would be given to a single module, making its 

accidental failure a potentially network threatening event. 

6.1.4 Range 

The range test showed no noticeable difference in ranges and Tx power outputs for the b/g/n modes. 

Reverting back to official 802.11 description it was decided that the 802.11n, in whichever form it 

comes on the ESP8266, would be the most suitable choice. 

It should be noted that the PCB antenna proved very sensitive, with minimal adjustments to direction 

and occasional cars often reducing the signal strength by half or more (pointing antenna upwards 

instead of directly at the target lowered signal strength by ~10dBm). 

6.1.5 Cost 

As stated earlier, the long term plan of DEWD project is to completely overhaul the sensor unit, 

replacing the expensive EM50 with a custom made, low cost sensor, specifically adapted for the 

environmental conditions in Limpopo. This would significantly bring down the costs of setting up the 

WSN, allowing for expansion of the current number of nodes, covering larger area and producing 

more data.   

Seeing as the wireless communication unit would be an integral part of such a sensor, its cost should 

be as low as possible. At the time of this thesis a [reprogrammable] ESP8266 module goes for 5 USD, 

and the ESP8266EX (just the SoC) in under 2 USD if ordered directly from China. This means that 

using an ESP and its inbuilt TCP/IP stack one can add WiFi compatibility to the sensor – all for 

approximately 5 USD. 

In contrast, looking at ZigBee the price increases to 10-25 USD per unit, not counting the additional 

hardware needed to enable a PC or smartphone to interface with the network.  A Texas Instruments 

6LoWPAN transceiver goes for 5-10 USD per unit, keeping in mind that to that one needs to add the 

cost of edge routers. Only the BLE modules, with the current price of 5-15 USD per unit, can be 

considered a viable alternative, assuming the advantages of Bluetooth standard are deemed to 

outweigh its shortcomings (particularly shorter range and Bluetooth Smart compatibility with older 

devices). 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 

With the onset of IoT it is becoming more and more desirable to agree on a common IP-based 

standard that can be used with some degree of effectiveness across a variety of platforms and 

devices. This idea however, poses a problem of potentially leaving WSN standards in a position 

where they cannot be integrated into this scheme without sacrificing their core qualities.  

WSNs for the most part use Bluetooth, 6LoWPAN and ZigBee – all based on the IEEE 802.15 WPAN 

standard. The fundamental differences in signal modulation and routing make the higher layers of 

the networks implementing such standards near incompatible with the already well-established IP-

based TCP/UDP communication schemes.  

Some attempts to integrate these low-power standards resulted in 6LoWPAN, which attempts to 

bridge the gap into the world of IPv6, however the myriad of IPv4 devices are left unsupported, while 

there is also need for additional hardware in order for 6LoWPAN devices to communicate with the 

WLAN/Internet. Where 6LoWPAN tries to bring elements of TCP/IP into WPAN, this thesis was 

focused on looking more closely at the WSN and mesh functionality of the IEEE 802.11 WLAN.  

The 802.11 has made its name being the primary standard to replace the wired 802.3 Ethernet, 

accommodating high rates of data transfer in a reliable and fast manner. It has therefore become the 

primary choice for wireless communication within the Internet.  

Recently a boom in WiFi SoC has enabled WLAN to make its way into the world of WSN in the form of 

cheap, small and energy efficient ICs. On of such modules – the ESP8266 by Espressif was used as a 

testbed for implementing a wireless mesh sensor network. This thesis showed that WLAN is 

inherently better suited for infrastructure based networks, however the IEEE 802.11-based mesh 

network proposed in this solution proves that it can certainly serve as an alternative to the IEEE 

802.15 networks (i.e. Bluetooth and ZigBee). Although the standard itself is geared at maximizing 

throughput it does so by neglecting some much desired features for lowering power consumption 

(such as short waking up times), and implementing effective multi-hop routing (MAC is still a P2P 

protocol). Nevertheless the sheer available throughput in 802.11n made it possible to implement 

mesh packet forwarding at the application level and managing power consumption by the use of 

customized sleeping patterns and node specializations. All this while using the TCP/IP stack for 

communication, meaning any 802.11 device (smartphone, laptop etc.) can connect to it without 

needing a gateway router or some specialized transceiver. 

7.1 Future Work 
Although the firmware developed in this thesis is functional, it should be noted that it can still be 

fine-tuned for better performance. New features added to the ESP8266 SDK allow for ever more 

modifications to the modules functionality to be made, including on-the-fly signal strength 

adjustments and simpler BSSID and RSSI detection. With some further work these new features could 

be used to better manage the power consumption of the 802.11 transceiver.     
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Appendix A 

An ESP8266 module loaded with DEWD firmware can be given direct commands using a serial 

terminal monitor (connected by a serial-to-USB cable to a PC). The monitor needs to be operating at 

9600 baud, 8 data bits, no CTS&RTS flow-control and the line needs to end with a CR (preferably CR 

and NL). The monitor can send print, mesh, esp, udp and tcp commands to configure and debug the 

module on the fly.  

These commands can be a good tool for debugging and testing network functionality. Each command 

has to be executed with one of the flags associated with it and an indicated number of additional 

parameters. In this appendix the use of each of the commands will be explained and provided with 

an example. 

Print 

This command is used for printing network and ESP status data. It does not allow for modifications to 

any data to be made, therefore no parameters besides the flag are needed. 

Command Flag Explanation 

print [flag] -a Print all Access Points in range 

print [flag] -b Print all active broadcasts 

print [flag] -c Print all clients connected to this node 

print [flag] -i Print station IP, Access Point IP and gateway IP 
Table 3 A table listing the functionality of the print command and the flags associated with it 

Mesh 

This command eases the setup and administration of mesh functionality. It does not allow for 

modifications to any data to be made, therefore no parameters besides the flag are needed. 

Command Flag Explanation 

mesh [flag] -s Check if there is an active MESH network in range 

mesh [flag] -S Setup MESH node 

mesh [flag] -a Toggle MESH-mode ON/OFF 

mesh [flag] -c Connect to closest MESH Access Point 
Table 4 A table listing the functionality of the mesh command and the flags associated with it 

ESP 

This command directly affects the state the current ESP8266 is in. In some cases an additional 

parameter, besides the flag, needs to be supplied. Incorrect input may result in system restart. 

Command Flag Example Explanation 

esp [flag] -s esp -s Print modules WiFi-status and interface info 

esp [flag] [SSID] -c esp -c ESP-MESH1 Connect to AP by name (prompts for 
password) 

esp [flag] -d esp -d Disconnect from current AP 

esp [flag] [op_mode] -m esp -m AP_STA Change ESP mode to OFF/STA/AP/AP_STA 

esp [flag] -r esp -r Restart module 

esp [flag] [us] -D esp -D 10000000 Enter deep-sleep for a given amount of us 

esp [flag] [sleep_mode] -W esp -W 1 Change wifi-sleep mode - 0=NONE, 1=LIGHT, 
2=MODEM 

esp [flag] -p esp -p Toggle DEBUG prints ON/OFF 
Table 5 A table listing the functionality of the esp command and the flags associated with it



 

 

UDP 

This command handles the UDP client&server functionality. In some cases additional parameters 

need to be supplied in the exact format and order presented above. 

Command Flag Example Explanation 

udp [flag] [message] -m udp -m Text Broadcast multicast UDP message 

udp [flag] -r udp -r Restart UDP server 

udp [flag] [port] -c udp -c 4040 Change UDP multicast port 

udp [flag] -s udp -s Print UDP status values 

udp [IP] [message]  udp 192.168.2.1 Text Send a unicast UDP message to a station 
with given IP address 

Table 6 A table listing the functionality of the udp command and the flags associated with it

Note that in the current version UDP communication is unstable, with server sometimes resetting the 

ports to 4097 (unicast) and 4098 (multicast) mid operation. The only way to remedy this is to reset 

the server. Changing the multicast port on the fly to something other than the default 5556 should 

be done to all the ESPs in the network, otherwise UDP communication will not work at all. 

TCP 

This command handles the TCP client&server functionality. In some cases additional parameters 

need to be supplied in the exact format and order presented above. 

Command Flag Example Explanation 

tcp [flag] -s tcp -s Print tcp status data 

tcp [flag] -B tcp -B Clear all active broadcasts 

tcp [flag] -r tcp -r Restart TCP server 

tcp [IP] [message]  tcp 192.168.2.1 Text Send a TCP message to a station given an IP 
address 

Table 7 A table listing the functionality of the tcp command and the flags associated with it 

Broadcasts 

Since broadcasts are implemented using TCP they are initiated with a tcp -b command.  

Starting a broadcast from an arbitrary device should be done by first connecting to a MESH node, 

establishing a TCP client-server connection and then sending a TCP broadcast-packet (i.e the payload 

“B 123 192.168.4.2 SENSOR get -site”) formatted in accordance with 5.4.3 Broadcast. 

The broadcast can be addressed to either the ESP modules, or the sensors they are connected to 

(meaning the com parameter will be extracted from the payload and forwarded by each ESP to its 

sensor via UART). If SENSOR mode is chosen any single command in “Programming the Decagon 

Em50 data logger” [17] can be inserted into the payload. 

The broadcasting modes and the expected parameters are explained in the table on the next page. 

  



Command BR-Mode Example Explanation 

tcp -b [mode] [com] SENSOR tcp -b SENSOR get -batt Broadcast a TCP sensor 
command to all nodes and 
retransmit a response back to 
source node 

tcp -b [mode] MAP_NETWORK tcp -b MAP_NETWORK Each of the nodes in the 
network responds with the 
MAC addresses of its host and 
clients 

tcp -b [mode] RESTART tcp –b RESTART After forwarding this broadcast 
each module will restart 

tcp -b [mode] [s] DEEP_SLEEP tcp –b DEEP_SLEEP 60 After forwarding this broadcast 
each module will enter deep-
sleep for the given amount of 
seconds 

tcp -b [com]  tcp -b esp -m STA Broadcast an ESP command to 
be executed to all modules. 
This can be any of the 
previously stated commands in 
this appendix. 

Table 8 A table listing the functionality of the TCP broadcast (tcp -b) command with the modes and the parameters 
associated with it 
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Appendix C 

The code for the main file (.ino) was written in Arduino IDE and includes the DEWDlib written in 

Notepad++. Below is the code for all of the files that are part of the firmware. Notice that in order for 

this code to work the paths to third-party libraries might need to be changed.  

Easiest way to get started is to download Arduino IDE, go to Tools>Board>Boards Manager and 

search and import esp8266 boards. This adds most of the popular ESP8266 boards to the Board 

menu and should also include third-party libraries used in this project (ESP8266WiFi, IPAddress, 

MACAddress, etc).Otherwise they can be included by downloading them into a folder in arduino-

1.x.x/libraries,  going to Sketch>Include Library>Manage Libraries… and there selecting the libraries. 

Note that a restart of Arduino might be required in order for the IDE to find the library. 

The figure above loosely illustrates the hierarchy of the classes within the DEWDlib project. 

Arduino .ino file 

#include "DEWDWiFi.h" 
#include "DEWDComm.h" 
#include <osapi.h> 
#include <os_type.h> 
#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 
//------------------------------ Constants ---------------------------------- 
// Check DEWDWiFi.h and DEWDComm.h for further network configuration constants 
 
const int DELAY = 500;                  // delay in ms to allow TCP/IP to process 
//---------------------------- Global vars ---------------------------------- 
int ticker = 0;                         // timer init  
long start_ms;                         
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
void setup() {  
  Serial.begin(9600);                   // baud rate (should be same for EM50 datalogger) 
 
  randomSeed(system_get_rtc_time());    // randomize seed for subnet generation 
   
  if (MESH_MODE_ACTIVE){   
    setup_mesh();                       // setup mesh AP 
    connect_to_mesh();                  // connect to mesh AP 
    start_ms = millis();  
  } 
} 

mesh.ino 

DEWDWiFi DEWDComm 

DEWDBroadcast DEWDUDP DEWDTCP DEWDESP 

Figure C0.1 Class hierarchy 
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void loop() {     
  if (Serial.available()) { 
    decode_command(Serial.readString());  // decodes/executes serial command 
  } 
  listen_to_ports();                      // process TCP/UDP messages 
 
  if (MESH_MODE_ACTIVE){ 
    if (ticker % (RECONN_FREQ*1000/DELAY) == 0) { 
 
      // --- Sets LED on EVB board to OFF --- 
      pinMode(5, OUTPUT); 
      digitalWrite(5, 0);     
      // ------------------------------------ 
       
      if (!is_connected_to_mesh()) { 
        connect_to_mesh(); 
      }                
      ticker=0;  
    } 
    ticker++; 
  } 
  delay(DELAY); 
} 

 

DEWDComm.h 

/* 
 DEWDComm.h is part of the DEWD project for ESP8266 module and contains a list of 
functions to tie in serial and wireless communication. 
 This file has all necessary functions for TCP, UDP and serial communication, as well as 
handling broadcast formatting and decoding. 
 Created by Alexander Pukhanov, 2015. 
  
 */ 
 
#ifndef DEWDComm_h 
#define DEWDComm_h 
 
#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 
#include <DEWDBroadcast.h> 
#include <MACAddress.h> 
#include <DEWDUdp.h> 
#include <DEWDTcp.h> 
     
    IPAddress host; 
    DEWDUdpClass udp(UDP_PORT, MULTICAST_IP, MULTICAST_PORT);       // unreliable, 
sometimes port initialization fails (ports get set to 4097 and 4098)!  
                                                                    // Check for 
alternative libs for UDP. 
    DEWDTcpClass tcp(4040);                                         // initiate TCP server 
and listen to port 4040 
     
    int active_broadcasts_index = 0;                                // nr of active 
broadcasts, also used as index 
    DEWDBroadcast active_broadcasts [6];                            // an array of max 5 
(0 is ignored) active DEWDBroadcasts, to allow for  
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                                                                    // varying propagation 
delays when multiple broadcast active at same time. 
                                                                    // Eventually should 
be replaced with list, while making sure memory is managed 
     
void decode_command(String com);                                    // forward declaration 
of decode_command() 
 
/* Helper function for parsing strings  
     * 
     * param str: string 
     * return: pos of the first space character 
     */ 
int get_divider(String str) { 
    return str.indexOf(' '); 
} 
     
/* Convert an object of IPAddress type to string 
     * 
     * param addr: IPAddress object to be converted 
     * return: String object x.x.x.x (x is octet 0-255) 
     */ 
String ip_to_string(IPAddress addr) { 
    String ret; 
    for (int i=0; i<3;i++) { 
        ret += addr[i]; 
        ret += '.'; 
    } 
    ret += addr[3]; 
    return ret; 
} 
 
/* Convert a String into IPAddress object 
     * 
     * param r: String to be translated, each octet should be separated by a '.'  
     * return: IPAddress object 
     */ 
IPAddress string_to_ip(String r) { 
    int i=0, start_pos=0, oct_nr=0; 
    uint8_t octets [4]; 
     
    while (r[i] != '\0') { 
        if (r[i] == '.') { 
            octets[oct_nr++] = atoi(r.substring(start_pos, i).c_str()); 
            start_pos = i+1; 
        } 
        i++; 
    } 
    octets[3] = atoi(r.substring(start_pos, i).c_str()); 
    return IPAddress(octets[0], octets[1], octets[2], octets[3]); 
} 
 
/* Returns the MAC address of either the STA or the softAP 
     * 
     * param sta: boolean signalling whether the output should be STAs MAC: 1=STA, 
0=softAP 
     * return: a String object formatted in the typical MAC fashion: xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx 
     */ 
String mac_string (bool sta){ 
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    uint8 mac[6]; 
    String ret; 
    if (sta) 
        wifi_get_macaddr(STATION_IF, mac);      //station MAC  
    else 
        wifi_get_macaddr(SOFTAP_IF, mac);       //softAP MAC  
 
    for (int i=0;i<5;i++) { 
        ret += String(mac[i], HEX); 
        ret += ":"; 
    } 
    ret += String(mac[5], HEX); 
         
    return ret; 
} 
 
 
/* Once a broadcast is complete it needs to be deleted and a response sent to broadcast 
originator.  
    This function rearranges the active_broadcasts array so that the removed DEWDBroadcast  
    object does not necessarily have to be last in active_broadcasts array 
     * 
     * param nr: index of the object in active_broadcasts that is to be deleted 
     *  
     */ 
void remove_active_broadcasts(int nr) { 
    if (nr > 5) { 
        if (DEBUG) 
            Serial.println("No such broadcast nr"); 
    } 
    else { 
        if (nr != active_broadcasts_index) {                                    // if not 
the last broadcast...                      
            active_broadcasts[nr] = active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index]; // 
overwrite with last broadcast 
        } 
        if (DEBUG) { 
            Serial.println("Removing broadcast: ");      
            Serial.println(active_broadcasts[nr].print_values()); 
        } 
 
        //String tcp_packet = tcp.make_packet('R', INADDR_NONE, 
active_broadcasts[nr].resp_message, active_broadcasts[nr].id);          // CHANGE IP 
BEFORE RELEASE! 
        String tcp_packet = tcp.make_packet('R', WiFi.softAPIP(), 
active_broadcasts[nr].resp_message, active_broadcasts[nr].id); 
        if (!tcp.send_by_ip(tcp_packet, active_broadcasts[nr].src_ip)) {                                            
// send response to broadcast source 
            if (DEBUG) 
                Serial.println("Couldn't reach source IP for broadcast response"); 
        } 
        else { 
            if (DEBUG) 
                Serial.println("Response sent"); 
            active_broadcasts_index--;       
        } 
    } 
} 
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/* Return the payload part of a message 
     * 
     * param str: part of a message containing only src_ip and payload i.e. 192.168.201.2 
PAYLOAD 
     * return: string containing only the payload part 
     */ 
String get_payload_string(String str) { 
    int i=0; 
    while(true) { 
        if (str[i] == ' ') 
            return str.substring(++i); 
        i++; 
    } 
} 
 
/* Return the src_ip part of a message 
     * 
     * param str: part of a message containing only src_ip and payload ie. 192.168.201.2 
PAYLOAD 
     * return: string containing only the ip_src part 
     */ 
String get_ip_string(String str) { 
    int i=0; 
    while(true) { 
        if (str[i] == ' ') { 
            return str.substring(0, i); 
        } 
        i++; 
    } 
} 
 
/* Execute the command depending on the broadcast-mode flag in the payload part of the 
broadcast.  
    A CR character is added to all strings as a precaution against incorrect input.  
     * 
     * param command: string containing the command 
     * return: string containing response, either sensor output or status  
     */ 
String execute_broadcast(String command) { 
    String resp = "No response"; 
    char buff[1024];                    // response buffer, may be increased if needed 
     
    // map the network by returning the current nodes host and clients MAC addresses 
    if (!strcmp(command.substring(0, 11).c_str(), "MAP_NETWORK")) { 
        resp = "| H: ";          
        // ---- HOST MAC ADDRESS ------- 
        uint8 * mac_gate = WiFi.BSSID(); 
        for (int i=0;i<5;i++) { 
            resp += String(*mac_gate, HEX); 
            resp += ':'; 
            mac_gate++; 
        } 
        resp += String(*mac_gate, HEX); 
        // ------------------------------ 
        resp += "| C: "; 
        // ---- CLIENT MAC ADDRESSES ---- 
        int count = 0; 
        struct station_info * station = wifi_softap_get_station_info(); 
        struct station_info * next_station;    
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        if (station == NULL) 
            resp += "none|"; 
           
        while(station) 
        {        
            for (int i=0;i<5;i++) { 
                resp += String(station->bssid[i], HEX); 
                resp += ':'; 
            } 
            resp += String(station->bssid[5], HEX);      
            next_station = STAILQ_NEXT(station, next); 
            station = next_station; 
            resp += '|'; 
        } 
        wifi_softap_free_station_info(); 
        // -------------------------------- 
        return resp; 
    } 
    // shortcut for network-wide deep-sleep broadcast. No resp message is needed 
    else if (!strcmp(command.substring(0, 10).c_str(), "DEEP_SLEEP")) { 
        long sleep_time = command.substring(11).toInt();     
        sleep_time = sleep_time * 1000000;                          // multiply with 10^6 
to get microseconds 
        system_deep_sleep_set_option(1);                            // calibrate RF when 
waking up 
        system_deep_sleep(sleep_time); 
    } 
    // shortcut for network-wide restart. No resp message is needed 
    else if (!strcmp(command.substring(0, 10).c_str(), "RESTART")) { 
        system_restart(); 
    } 
    // forward command to sensor and wait for response 
    else if (!strcmp(command.substring(0, 6).c_str(), "SENSOR")) { 
        command = command.substring(7); 
        command += '\r';                                            // guarantee correct 
sensor input termination  
        Serial.print(command);                                      // print command to 
serial (to sensor) 
        Serial.flush();                                             // force CPU to wait 
for serial to transmit 
 
        Serial.readBytes(buff, 1024);                               // fill buffer 
        resp = strlen(buff);                                         
        resp += ' '; 
        resp += String(buff); 
        resp.replace('\r', '|'); 
        return resp;                                                // i.e. resp = 17 data 
from sensor| 
    } 
    // execute an ESP8266 command. See API (or decode_command()) for exact list and format 
of command 
    else { 
        decode_command(command); 
        resp = "executed"; 
        return resp;                         
    }                    
} 
 
/* Create a broadcast to be sent to all neighbours (AP and STAs). 
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     * 
     * param payload: String to be broadcast 
     * param b: broadcast object containing the necessary meta-data 
     *  
     */ 
void broadcast(String payload, DEWDBroadcast b) { 
    if (DEBUG) 
        Serial.println("Composing broadcast messages..."); 
     
    // This part forwards broadcast to host 
    if (b.src_ip != WiFi.gatewayIP() && WiFi.gatewayIP()[0] != 0) {                     // 
host it not source of broadcast       
        if (DEBUG) 
            Serial.println("Sending to host..."); 
         
        String tcp_packet = tcp.make_packet('B', WiFi.localIP(), payload, b.id);        // 
make tcp broadcast-packet with STA-IP as source 
        if (!tcp.send_by_ip(tcp_packet, WiFi.gatewayIP())) {                                                                 
            if (DEBUG) 
                Serial.println("failed"); 
        } 
        else { 
            active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_index++;                    // 
increase number of responses expected 
            if (DEBUG) 
                    Serial.println("sent"); 
        }            
    } 
     
    if (DEBUG) { 
        Serial.print("active_broadcasts_index="); 
        Serial.println(active_broadcasts_index); 
    } 
     
    // This part forwards broadcast to clients 
    struct station_info * station = wifi_softap_get_station_info(); 
    struct station_info * next_station; 
     
    if (station == NULL) {                                                                      
// if no clients... 
        if (active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_index == 0)                         
// and not awaiting any responses... 
            remove_active_broadcasts(active_broadcasts_index);                                  
// finalize broadcast by sending a response and then freeing active broadcasts slot   
        return; 
    } 
    int count = 2;                                                                              
// last octet of client. Always starts with 2 
    String tcp_packet = tcp.make_packet('B', WiFi.softAPIP(), payload, b.id);                   
// make tcp broadcast-packet with SoftAP-IP as source 
     
    while(station)                                                                              
// for each station connected to AP ... 
    {  
        ip_addr * temp = &station->ip;                               
        IPAddress sta_ip(temp->addr);                            
         
        IPAddress client_ip = WiFi.softAPIP(); 
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        client_ip[3] = count;                                                                   
// first clients last octet is always 2, second client - 3, third - 4, etc.                                                                  
         
        if (DEBUG) { 
            Serial.print("Client "); 
            Serial.print(count - 1); 
            Serial.print(": "); 
            Serial.print(client_ip); 
            Serial.println(" - sending..."); 
        } 
 
        if (b.src_ip != client_ip) {                                                            
// check that the client is not the source of the broadcast 
            if (!tcp.send_by_ip(tcp_packet, client_ip)) {                                                                
                if (DEBUG) 
                    Serial.println("failed"); 
            } 
            else { 
                active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_index++;                        
// expect a response from this client 
                if (DEBUG) 
                    Serial.println("sent"); 
            }        
        } 
        else {                                                                                  
// nothing sent to this client and no response is awaited 
            if (DEBUG) 
                Serial.println("client is the source - nothing sent"); 
        } 
             
        count++; 
        next_station = STAILQ_NEXT(station, next); 
        station = next_station; 
    }   
    if (active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_index == 0){                            
// this is needed if the only client connected to AP  
        if (DEBUG)                                                                              
// was the source of the broadcast 
            Serial.println("No more broadcasts"); 
        remove_active_broadcasts(active_broadcasts_index);                                      
// finalize broadcast by sending a responces and then freeing active broadcasts slot 
    } 
} 
 
/* This function does one of 3 things, sequentially going from 1-3: 
        1) broadcast is identified as a duplicate and a wrong-response message is sent 
(flag 'W') 
        2) current node is an edge node so a response message is sent (flag 'R') 
        3) current node is connected to at least one other ESP that is not the source of 
broadcast - a new broadcast object is created  
     * 
     * param s: Broadcast string to be parsed 
     * 
     */ 
void parse_broadcast(String s) { 
     
    // s might look something like "B 123 192.168.4.1 texttextext" 
    int s_id = atoi(s.substring(1, 5).c_str()); 
    IPAddress s_src = string_to_ip(get_ip_string(s.substring(6))); 
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    if (DEBUG) { 
        Serial.print("ID is: "); 
        Serial.print(s_id); 
        Serial.print(", SRC_IP is: "); 
        Serial.println(s_src); 
    } 
     
    if (active_broadcasts_index > 5) { 
        if (DEBUG) 
            Serial.println("Too many active broadcasts"); 
        active_broadcasts_index = 1;                                        // round-robin 
    } 
     
    if (active_broadcasts_index != 0) {                                     // check if 
duplicate broadcast 
        for (int i=1; i<=active_broadcasts_index; i++) {     
            if (DEBUG) { 
                Serial.print("active_broadcasts["); 
                Serial.print(i); 
                Serial.print("].id = "); 
                Serial.println(active_broadcasts[i].id); 
            } 
            if (active_broadcasts[i].id == s_id) { 
                if (DEBUG) 
                    Serial.println("Duplicate broadcast!"); 
                String tcp_packet = tcp.make_packet('W', INADDR_NONE, "", s_id); 
                // send "W <id>" to s_src IP 
                if (!tcp.send_by_ip(tcp_packet, s_src)) {                                        
                    if (DEBUG) 
                        Serial.println("W-message not sent"); 
                } 
                return; 
            } 
        } 
    }    
    // if this is an edge node... 
    if (wifi_softap_get_station_num() == 0) {                                
        if (DEBUG)  
            Serial.println("Edge node"); 
         
        String payload = mac_string(true) + " " + 
execute_broadcast(get_payload_string(s.substring(6))) + ";"; 
        String tcp_packet = tcp.make_packet('R', INADDR_NONE, payload, s_id); 
         
        if (!tcp.send_by_ip(tcp_packet, s_src)) {                           // send 
response to broadcast source 
            if (DEBUG) 
                Serial.println("Couldn't reach source IP for broadcast response"); 
        } 
        else { 
            if (DEBUG) 
                Serial.println("Response sent"); 
        } 
        return; 
    }        
    // ...otherwise create broadcast object 
    if (DEBUG) 
        Serial.println("Create new DEWDBroadcast object..."); 
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    DEWDBroadcast br(s_src, s_id);                                           
    active_broadcasts[++active_broadcasts_index] = br; 
     
    String mac; 
    if (WiFi.localIP()[0] != 0) 
        mac = mac_string(true); 
    else 
        mac = mac_string(false); 
     
    active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_message += mac; 
    active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_message += " "; 
    active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_message += 
execute_broadcast(tcp.parse(s)); 
    active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_message += ";"; 
     
    // broadcast message, must be placed here, otherwise br is removed in broadcast() 
before response is composed 
    if (DEBUG)  
        Serial.println("Here calling broadcast()..."); 
    broadcast(tcp.parse(s), br); 
} 
 
/* Listen to all ports, identify packet-flags and take appropriate actions 
     * 
     */ 
void listen_to_ports() { 
    String req; 
     
    // UDP listener 
    String udp_printout = udp.listen(); 
    if(udp_printout.length() > 0) { 
        req = udp_printout; 
        if (DEBUG) { 
            Serial.println("UDP received!"); 
            Serial.println(udp_printout); 
        } 
    } 
    udp.restart_server();                                       // NEEDED BECAUSE OF 
RANDOM-PORT PROBLEM 
     
    // TCP listener 
    String tcp_printout = tcp.listen(); 
    if(tcp_printout.length() > 0) { 
        req = tcp_printout;                                     // TCP CAN OVERWRITE UDP 
REQUEST 
        if (DEBUG) { 
            Serial.println("TCP received!"); 
            Serial.println(tcp_printout); 
        } 
    } 
   
    if (tcp_printout.length() + udp_printout.length() < 1)      // no data received 
        return; 
     
    char flag = req[0]; 
     
    // turn led ON on EVB board. Does nothing on non-EVB modules 
    pinMode(5, OUTPUT); 
    digitalWrite(5, 1); 
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    // --------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  if (flag == 'C') {                                        // connected message 
    pinMode(5, OUTPUT);                                     // FILLER CODE 
    digitalWrite(5, 1); 
    if (DEBUG) 
        Serial.println("Connected!"); 
  }  
  else if (flag == 'B') {                                   // broadcast message 
    if (DEBUG)  
        Serial.println("Identified as broadcast..."); 
    parse_broadcast(req);                                   // parse it! 
  } 
  else if (flag == 'U') {                                   // UDP message 
    if (DEBUG)  
        Serial.println("Identified as UDP message..."); 
    Serial.println(udp.parse(req));                         // print it to serial! 
  } 
  else if (flag == 'M') {                                   // TCP message 
    if (DEBUG)  
        Serial.println("Identified as TCP message..."); 
    Serial.println(tcp.parse(req));                         // print it to serial! 
  } 
  else if (flag == 'W') {                                   // wrong response, means 
source already received broadcast through another route 
    if (DEBUG)  
        Serial.println("Identified as wrong-response..."); 
     
    int w_id = atoi(req.substring(1, 5).c_str()); 
    for (int i=1; i<=active_broadcasts_index; i++) {        // find the broadcast in 
question...                 
        if (active_broadcasts[i].id == w_id) { 
            active_broadcasts[i].resp_index--;              // lower expected responses by 
1 
            if (active_broadcasts[i].resp_index == 0) 
                remove_active_broadcasts(i);                // send responses to 
broadcasts originator IP and remove this broadcast 
        } 
    } 
  } 
  else if (flag == 'R') {                                   // broadcast response 
    if (DEBUG)  
        Serial.println("Identified as response to a broadcast..."); 
     
    int w_id = atoi(req.substring(1, 5).c_str()); 
    for (int i=0; i<=active_broadcasts_index; i++) {                        // find 
broadcast in question 
        if (active_broadcasts[i].id == w_id) {           
            active_broadcasts[i].resp_message += req.substring(6);          // add 
response to that DEWDBroadcasts object            
            active_broadcasts[i].resp_index--;                              // lower 
expected responses by 1 
            if (active_broadcasts[i].resp_index == 0){                      // if all 
responses have been received... 
                if (DEBUG)  
                    Serial.println("No more responses, remove broadcast"); 
                remove_active_broadcasts(i);                                // send 
responses to broadcasts originator IP and remove this broadcast 
            } 
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            break; 
        } 
    } 
  } 
  else {                                                    // none of the above - do 
nothing 
      if (DEBUG) { 
        Serial.println("Non-standard message!"); 
        Serial.print("Exact message: "); 
        Serial.println(req); 
      } 
  } 
 
    if (DEBUG) 
        Serial.println();                                   // pretty formatting in 
Arduino serial terminal 
} 
   
  /* Decode the string written to the serial COM port, or received through a broadcast  
     * 
     * param com: command to be executed 
     * return: "done" if ok or com if not 
     */ 
void decode_command(String com) { 
    String ret; 
   
    if (!strcmp(com.substring(0, 6).c_str(), "print ")){ 
        if (!strcmp(com.substring(6, 8).c_str(), "-a")) {                       // list 
all APs in range 
            list_all_ap(); 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(6, 8).c_str(), "-b")) {                  // print 
all active broadcasts 
            for (int i=1; i <= active_broadcasts_index; i++) { 
                Serial.println(active_broadcasts[i].print_values()); 
            } 
        }  
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(6, 8).c_str(), "-c")) {                  // print 
IPs of clients connected to this node 
            Serial.println("No stations connected to current AP"); 
            Serial.println(); 
            int count = 0; 
            struct station_info * station = wifi_softap_get_station_info(); 
            struct station_info * next_station;    
            if (station == NULL) 
                return; 
               
            while(station) 
            {  
                ip_addr * temp = &station->ip; 
                IPAddress sta_ip(temp->addr); 
                Serial.print(++count);       
                Serial.print(".  IP: ");     
                Serial.print(sta_ip); 
                     
                Serial.print("       MAC: ");        
                for (int i=0;i<5;i++) { 
                    Serial.print(station->bssid[i], HEX); 
                    Serial.print(":"); 
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                } 
                Serial.println(station->bssid[5], HEX);      
                next_station = STAILQ_NEXT(station, next); 
                station = next_station; 
            } 
            wifi_softap_free_station_info(); 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(6, 8).c_str(), "-i")) {                  // print 
station, AP and gateway IPs 
            Serial.println(); 
            print_IP(); 
        } 
        else 
            Serial.println("Valid flags: -a -b -c -i"); 
        ret = "done"; 
    } 
    else if (!strcmp(com.substring(0, 5).c_str(), "mesh ")) { 
        if (!strcmp(com.substring(5, 7).c_str(), "-s")) {                           // 
Check if AP with mesh SSID is active 
            if (!check_mesh_ap()) 
                Serial.println("No mesh AP"); 
            else 
                Serial.println("Mesh AP active"); 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(5, 7).c_str(), "-S")) {                  // Set up 
a mesh-node 
             setup_mesh(); 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(5, 7).c_str(), "-a")) {                  // Toggle 
mesh-mode 
            if (MESH_MODE_ACTIVE) { 
                Serial.println("Mesh inactive"); 
                MESH_MODE_ACTIVE = false; 
            } 
            else { 
                Serial.println("Mesh active"); 
                MESH_MODE_ACTIVE = true; 
            } 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(5, 7).c_str(), "-c")) { 
            connect_to_mesh(); 
        } 
        else 
            Serial.println("Valid flags: -s -S -a -c"); 
        ret = "done"; 
    } 
    else if (!strcmp(com.substring(0, 4).c_str(), "esp ")) { 
        if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-s")) {                   // Print out 
modules WiFi-status and interface info 
            char* ssid = WiFi.SSID(); 
     
            Serial.print("WiFi status: "); 
            switch (WiFi.status()) { 
                case 0: 
                    Serial.println("WL_IDLE_STATUS"); 
                    break; 
                case 1: 
                    Serial.println("WL_NO_SSID_AVAIL"); 
                    break; 
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                case 2: 
                    Serial.println("WL_SCAN_COMPLETED"); 
                    break; 
                case 3: 
                    Serial.println("WL_CONNECTED"); 
                    break; 
                case 4: 
                    Serial.println("WL_CONNECT_FAILED"); 
                    break; 
                case 5: 
                    Serial.println("WL_CONNECTION_LOST"); 
                    break; 
                case 6: 
                    Serial.println("WL_DISCONNECTED"); 
                    break; 
            }   
             
            Serial.print("Connected to: "); 
            if (strlen(ssid) < 2) 
                Serial.println("NONE"); 
            else 
                Serial.println(ssid); 
             
            Serial.print("AP active: "); 
            if (wifi_get_opmode() > 1)   
                Serial.println("YES"); 
            else 
                Serial.println("NO");            
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-c")) {              // Connect to 
specified AP 
            WiFi.disconnect(); 
            String ssid = com.substring(7);          
            ssid.replace('\r', '\0'); 
             
            if (ssid == "mesh") { 
                connect_to_mesh(); 
                ret = "done"; 
                return; 
            }        
            Serial.println("Password:"); 
            Serial.setTimeout(10000); 
            String password = Serial.readStringUntil('\n'); 
            Serial.setTimeout(1000); 
            password.replace('\r', '\0'); 
 
            WiFi.begin(ssid.c_str(), password.c_str()); 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 7).c_str(), "-wm")) {             // Change WiFi 
PHY mode 
            String mode = com.substring(8); 
            mode.replace('\r', '\0'); 
            phy_mode enum_mode; 
             
            if (mode == "b" || mode == "B") 
                enum_mode = PHY_MODE_11B; 
            else if (mode == "g" || mode == "G") 
                enum_mode = PHY_MODE_11G; 
            else if (mode == "n" || mode == "N") 
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                enum_mode = PHY_MODE_11N; 
            else { 
                ret = "wrong mode"; 
                return; 
            } 
            if (wifi_set_phy_mode(enum_mode)) { 
                ret = "done"; 
                system_restart(); 
            } 
            else 
                ret = "failed"; 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-d"))                // Disconnect 
from current AP 
            WiFi.disconnect(); 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-m")) {          // Change ESP mode 
to  
            String mode = com.substring(7); 
            mode.replace('\r', '\0'); 
            if (mode == "OFF") { 
                WiFi.disconnect(); 
                WiFi.mode(WIFI_OFF); 
            } 
            else if (mode == "STA") 
                WiFi.mode(WIFI_STA); 
            else if (mode == "AP") { 
                WiFi.disconnect(); 
                WiFi.mode(WIFI_AP); 
            } 
            else if (mode == "AP_STA") 
                WiFi.mode(WIFI_AP_STA); 
            else 
                Serial.println("Error! Mode must be either OFF, STA, AP or AP_STA"); 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-r"))                // Restart 
module 
            system_restart(); 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-D")) {          // Enter deep-
sleep for a given amount of us 
            long per = com.substring(7).toInt();                            // length of 
sleep in microseconds 
            Serial.print("Deep-sleep for "); 
            Serial.print(per); 
            Serial.println("us"); 
            system_deep_sleep_set_option(1);                                    
//Calibrate RF when waking up 
            system_deep_sleep(per); 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-W")) {          // Change wifi-
sleep mode - 0=NONE, 1=LIGHT, 2=MODEM 
            sleep_type t = static_cast<sleep_type>(com.substring(7).toInt()); 
            wifi_set_sleep_type(t);  
            Serial.print("WiFi-Sleep mode changed to "); 
            Serial.println(wifi_get_sleep_type()); 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-p")) { 
            if (DEBUG) { 
                Serial.println("Debug mode disabled"); 
                DEBUG = false; 
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            } 
            else { 
                Serial.println("Debug mode enabled"); 
                DEBUG = true; 
            } 
        } 
        else 
            Serial.println("Valid flags: -s -c -d -m -r -D -W -p"); 
        ret = "done"; 
    }   
    else if (com == "secret\r\n") { 
        Serial.print("Vdd is: ");  
        Serial.println(system_get_vdd33()); 
        Serial.print("ADC is: ");  
        Serial.println(system_adc_read()); 
        Serial.print("SDK version: "); 
        Serial.println(system_get_sdk_version()); 
        Serial.print("Chip ID: "); 
        Serial.println(ESP.getChipId()); 
        Serial.print("Connection status: "); 
         
        switch (wifi_station_get_connect_status()) { 
            case 0: 
                Serial.println("STATION_IDLE"); 
                break; 
            case 1: 
                Serial.println("STATION_CONNECTING"); 
                break; 
            case 2: 
                Serial.println("STATION_WRONG_PASSWORD,"); 
                break; 
            case 3: 
                Serial.println("STATION_NO_AP_FOUND"); 
                break; 
            case 4: 
                Serial.println("STATION_CONNECT_FAIL"); 
                break; 
            case 5: 
                Serial.println("STATION_GOT_IP"); 
                break; 
        } 
     
        Serial.print("Active broadcasts: "); 
        Serial.println(active_broadcasts_index); 
        Serial.print("RSSI of AP hosting this module: "); 
        Serial.println(wifi_station_get_rssi()); 
        Serial.print("Number of stations connected to ESP AP: "); 
        Serial.println(wifi_softap_get_station_num()); 
        Serial.print("Random number: "); 
        Serial.println(gen_random(256)); 
        Serial.print("Free space on heap:: "); 
        Serial.println(system_get_free_heap_size()); 
        Serial.print("TCP remote IP address: "); 
        Serial.println(ip_to_string(tcp.get_remote_ip())); 
        Serial.print("WIFI PHY mode: "); 
        switch (wifi_get_phy_mode()) { 
            case 1: 
                Serial.println("802.11b"); 
                break; 
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            case 2: 
                Serial.println("802.11g"); 
                break; 
            case 3: 
                Serial.println("802.11n"); 
                break; 
        } 
        ret = "done"; 
    } 
    else if (!strcmp(com.substring(0, 4).c_str(), "udp ")) { 
        if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-m")) {                           // 
multicast  
            String udp_packet = udp.make_packet(com.substring(7)); 
            udp.send_multicast(udp_packet); 
            if (DEBUG) { 
                Serial.println(udp_packet); 
                Serial.println("sent"); 
            } 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-r"))                        // 
restart server 
            udp.restart_server(); 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-c"))                        // 
change multicast port 
            udp.set_multicast(MULTICAST_IP, atoi(com.substring(7).c_str())); 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-s"))                        // 
print status values 
            Serial.println(udp.get_info()); 
        else {                                                                                      
// send unicast to IP 
            String udp_packet = udp.make_packet(com.substring(7 + 
com.substring(6).indexOf(' '))); 
            udp.send_unicast(udp_packet, string_to_ip(get_ip_string(com.substring(4)))); 
//GET PAYLOAD 
            if (DEBUG) { 
                Serial.println("Sending UDP unicast"); 
                Serial.println(udp_packet); 
                Serial.println("sent");      
            } 
        } 
        ret = "done"; 
    } 
    else if (!strcmp(com.substring(0, 4).c_str(), "tcp ")) { 
        String tcp_packet; 
        if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-b")) {                   // tcp 
broadcast 
             
            DEWDBroadcast br(random(100, 256)); 
            String command_string = com.substring(7); 
            command_string.replace('\n', '\0'); 
             
            if (WiFi.localIP()[0] != 0) 
                br.src_ip = WiFi.localIP(); 
            else 
                br.src_ip= WiFi.softAPIP(); 
             
            active_broadcasts[++active_broadcasts_index] = br; 
             
            broadcast(command_string, br); 
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            active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_message += mac_string(true); 
            active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_message += " "; 
            active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_message += 
execute_broadcast(command_string); 
            active_broadcasts[active_broadcasts_index].resp_message += ";";  
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-s"))                                        
// print tcp status data 
            Serial.println(tcp.get_info()); 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-B")) {                                      
// clear all active broadcasts 
            active_broadcasts_index = 0; 
        } 
        else if (!strcmp(com.substring(4, 6).c_str(), "-r"))                                        
// restart TCP server 
            tcp.restart_server(); 
        else {                                                                                      
// send to IP 
            if (WiFi.localIP()[0] != 0) 
                tcp_packet = tcp.make_packet('M', WiFi.localIP(), com.substring(7 + 
com.substring(6).indexOf(' ')), random(100,256)); 
            else 
                tcp_packet = tcp.make_packet('M', WiFi.softAPIP(), com.substring(7 + 
com.substring(6).indexOf(' ')), random(100,256)); 
             
            if (DEBUG) { 
                Serial.print("Sending tcp to "); 
                Serial.println(get_ip_string(com.substring(4))); 
                Serial.println(tcp_packet); 
            } 
             
            if (tcp.send_by_ip(tcp_packet, string_to_ip(get_ip_string(com.substring(4))))) 
                Serial.println("sent"); 
            else 
                Serial.println("failed"); 
        } 
        ret = "done"; 
    } 
    else { 
        ret = com; 
    } 
    if (DEBUG) 
        Serial.println(ret); 
} 
#endif 

 

DEWDWiFi.h 

/* 
 DEWDWiFi.h is a part of the DEWD project at LIU for ESP8266 module and contains a list of 
configuration functions  
 to establish a wifi network with mesh functionality. 
  
 Created by Alexander Pukhanov, 2015. 
  
 */ 
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#ifndef DEWDWiFi_h 
#define DEWDWiFi_h 
 
#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 
#include "include/wl_definitions.h" 
#include <DEWDESP.h> 
 
extern "C" { 
#include "user_interface.h" 
} 
 
    const int PORT=4040;                                            // TCP port to listen 
to 
     
    const int UDP_PORT=5555; 
    const int MULTICAST_PORT=5556; 
    const IPAddress MULTICAST_IP(224,1,1,1); 
     
    const char MESH_SSID[] = "ESP-MESH1";                           // This constant is 
used to connect to the right network and establish sofAP. 
    const char MESH_PASSWORD[] = "password14"; 
    const int STA_TIMEOUT = 6;                                      // Amount of time 
before giving up on connecting to AP. Value is in seconds. 
    const int RECONN_FREQ = 15;                                     // How often to 
attempt to reconnect to the mesh. Value is in seconds. 
    const int RECONN_RST_AFTER = 3;                                 // Restart module if 
can't connect after 3 tries. 
 
    bool DEBUG = false; 
    bool MESH_MODE_ACTIVE = true; 
 
    int failed_reconnects = 0; 
 
/* A check to ensure WiFi connection to an AP has not been lost.  
     * 
     * return: true if connected to an Access Point 
     */ 
bool is_connected() { 
    if (WiFi.status() != WL_CONNECTED) { 
        return false; 
    } 
    return true; 
} 
 
/* A check to ensure WiFi connection to the MESH network has not been lost.  
     * 
     * return: true if connected to a MESH_SSID Access Point 
     */ 
bool is_connected_to_mesh(void) { 
    if (DEBUG) { 
        Serial.println("Checking mesh connection..."); 
        Serial.print("WiFi status = "); 
        switch (WiFi.status()) { 
            case 0: 
                Serial.println("WL_IDLE_STATUS"); 
                break; 
            case 1: 
                Serial.println("WL_NO_SSID_AVAIL"); 
                break; 
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            case 2: 
                Serial.println("WL_SCAN_COMPLETED"); 
                break; 
            case 3: 
                Serial.println("WL_CONNECTED"); 
                break; 
            case 4: 
                Serial.println("WL_CONNECT_FAILED"); 
                break; 
            case 5: 
                Serial.println("WL_CONNECTION_LOST"); 
                break; 
            case 6: 
                Serial.println("WL_DISCONNECTED"); 
                break; 
        } 
        Serial.print("SSID = "); 
        Serial.println(WiFi.SSID()); 
        Serial.print("WiFi connection status = "); 
        switch (wifi_station_get_connect_status()) { 
            case 0: 
                Serial.println("STATION_IDLE"); 
                break; 
            case 1: 
                Serial.println("STATION_CONNECTING"); 
                break; 
            case 2: 
                Serial.println("STATION_WRONG_PASSWORD,"); 
                break; 
            case 3: 
                Serial.println("STATION_NO_AP_FOUND"); 
                break; 
            case 4: 
                Serial.println("STATION_CONNECT_FAIL"); 
                break; 
            case 5: 
                Serial.println("STATION_GOT_IP"); 
                break; 
        } 
        Serial.println(); 
    } 
    if (!strcmp(WiFi.SSID(), MESH_SSID)) { 
        if (!is_connected()) { 
            // wireless status is not WL_CONNECTED 
            return false; 
        } 
        else if (wifi_station_get_connect_status() != 1 && 
wifi_station_get_connect_status() != 5) { 
            // connection status not CONNECTING or GOT_IP 
            return false; 
        }        
        return true; 
    } 
    return false;    
} 
 
/* Check if MESH network is active. 
     * 
     * return: true if there is an active AP with SSID=MESH_SSID 
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     */ 
bool check_mesh_ap(){ 
    int n = WiFi.scanNetworks(); 
    for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) 
    { 
        if (!strcmp(WiFi.SSID(i), MESH_SSID)) { 
            return true; 
        } 
    } 
    return false; 
} 
 
/* Connect to a network with SSID = MESH_SSID 
     * 
     */ 
void connect_to_mesh() {   
 
    if (wifi_get_opmode() > 1)                              // if in AP or STA_AP mode... 
        WiFi.mode(WIFI_AP_STA);                             // ...set mode to STA_AP 
    else                                                    // if in NULL or STA mode...             
        WiFi.mode(WIFI_STA);                                // ...set mode to STA 
     
    long start_millis = millis();  
    int timeout = 0; 
 
    if (DEBUG) { 
        Serial.println(); 
        Serial.print("Connecting to "); 
        Serial.print(MESH_SSID); 
        Serial.println("..."); 
    } 
   
    if (WiFi.SSID() != MESH_SSID) { 
        WiFi.begin(MESH_SSID, MESH_PASSWORD);        
        while (WiFi.status() != WL_CONNECTED) { 
            delay(200);                                                      
            timeout++; 
            if (timeout >= STA_TIMEOUT*5) { 
                if (DEBUG) { 
                    Serial.print("Request timed out after "); 
                    Serial.print(millis()-start_millis); 
                    Serial.println(" ms"); 
                    Serial.println(); 
                }                
                failed_reconnects++; 
                if (failed_reconnects >= RECONN_RST_AFTER) { 
                    if (!check_mesh_ap()) { 
                        if (DEBUG) { 
                            Serial.print("RECONN_RST_AFTER reached - disconnecting..."); 
                        } 
                        WiFi.disconnect(); 
                    }    
                    failed_reconnects = 0; 
                }        
                return; 
            }            
        } 
    }    
    if (DEBUG) { 
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        Serial.print("WiFi connected in: ");    
        Serial.println(millis()-start_millis); 
        Serial.println("Connected to mesh"); 
        Serial.println(); 
    } 
    wifi_station_set_auto_connect(true); 
} 
 
/* Set up an open Access Point with SSID=MESH_SSID at random channel, configure AP 
addresses, start DHCP (default), and start the TCP server 
     * 
     */ 
void setup_mesh() {   
    struct softap_config conf; 
    wifi_softap_get_config(&conf); 
    String ssid(reinterpret_cast<char*>(conf.ssid));             
         
    WiFi.mode(WIFI_AP_STA);      
 
    int channel = gen_random(13);                                       // randomly 
generate channel number 
    int subn = gen_random(256);                                         // randomly 
generate private subnet octet (192.168.x.1)              
 
    IPAddress locAP(192,168,subn,1); 
    IPAddress gateAP(192,168,subn,1); 
    IPAddress mask(255,255,255,0); 
    WiFi.softAPConfig(locAP, gateAP, mask); 
 
    if (DEBUG) { 
        Serial.println(); 
        Serial.print("Setting up "); 
        Serial.println(MESH_SSID);  
    }    
    WiFi.softAP(MESH_SSID, "password14", channel); 
    delay(100); 
} 
 
/* Print all detected APs to serial 
     *  
     */ 
void list_all_ap(){ 
  int n = WiFi.scanNetworks(); 
  Serial.println("Available APs:"); 
  Serial.print(n); 
  Serial.println(" networks found."); 
  Serial.println(""); 
  for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) 
  { 
    Serial.print(i+1); 
    Serial.print(". "); 
    Serial.print(WiFi.SSID(i)); 
    Serial.print(" ("); 
    Serial.print(WiFi.RSSI(i)); 
    Serial.print(") "); 
     
    uint8 * mac = WiFi.BSSID(i); 
    for (int i=0;i<5;i++) { 
        Serial.print(*mac, HEX); 
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        Serial.print(":"); 
        mac++; 
    } 
    Serial.println(*mac, HEX); 
         
  } 
  Serial.println(); 
} 
 
/* Print all relevant IP and MAC addresses to serial 
     * 
     */ 
void print_IP() { 
  IPAddress local_ip = WiFi.localIP(); 
  IPAddress ap_ip = WiFi.softAPIP(); 
  IPAddress gateway_ip = WiFi.gatewayIP(); 
   
  uint8 mac[6]; 
  wifi_get_macaddr(STATION_IF, mac);        //station MAC  
   
  Serial.print("Station IP: "); 
  Serial.print(local_ip); 
  Serial.print("    "); 
  for (int i=0;i<5;i++) { 
    Serial.print(mac[i], HEX); 
    Serial.print(":"); 
  } 
  Serial.println(mac[5], HEX); 
   
  Serial.print("Access Point IP:"); 
  Serial.print(ap_ip); 
  Serial.print("    "); 
  wifi_get_macaddr(SOFTAP_IF, mac); 
  for (int i=0;i<5;i++) { 
    Serial.print(mac[i], HEX); 
    Serial.print(":"); 
  } 
  Serial.println(mac[5], HEX); 
   
    Serial.print("Gateway IP:   "); 
    Serial.print(gateway_ip);  
    Serial.print("  "); 
    uint8 * mac_gate = WiFi.BSSID(); 
    for (int i=0;i<5;i++) { 
        Serial.print(*mac_gate, HEX); 
        Serial.print(":"); 
        mac_gate++; 
    } 
    Serial.println(*mac_gate, HEX); 
} 
#endif 

 

DEWDBroadcast.h 

/*  
 A class that incorporates all the necessary overhead data to achieve correct  
 operation of broadcasts in DEWD project for ESP8266. An object of DEWDBroadcast class 
 should be created before a broadcast is initiated. 
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 Created by Alexander Pukhanov, 2015. 
  
 */ 
  
#ifndef DEWDBroadcast_h 
#define DEWDBroadcast_h 
 
#include <IPAddress.h> 
#include <WString.h> 
class DEWDBroadcast { 
    public: 
             
        uint8_t id;                     // 8-bit, 3-digit ID (100-255) for unique 
identification of B messages  
        uint8_t resp_index = 0;         // number indicating how many messages sent and 
how many responses to expect back 
        IPAddress src_ip;               // the IP of the originating broadcast 
        String resp_message;            // response to be sent to src_ip. Can be a 
combination of multiple responses 
     
        // Constructors 
        DEWDBroadcast(); 
        DEWDBroadcast(int f_id);         
        DEWDBroadcast(IPAddress src, int f_id);          
        DEWDBroadcast(String ip_as_string); 
         
        String print_values(void);      // print function for debugging 
}; 
 
#endif  
 

DEWDBroadcast.cpp 

/*  
 A class that incorporates all the nessecary overhead data to achieve correct  
 operation of broadcasts in DEWD project for ESP8266. An object of DEWDBroadcast class 
 should be created before a broadcast is initiated. 
 Created by Alexander Pukhanov, 2015. 
  
 This is the body file. 
 
 */ 
  
#include "DEWDBroadcast.h" 
 
DEWDBroadcast::DEWDBroadcast(){ 
} 
 
DEWDBroadcast::DEWDBroadcast(int f_id) { 
    id = f_id; 
} 
 
DEWDBroadcast::DEWDBroadcast(IPAddress src, int f_id) { 
    id = f_id; 
    src_ip = src; 
} 
 
DEWDBroadcast::DEWDBroadcast(String ip_as_string) { 
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    id = 6; 
    int i=0, start_pos=0, oct_nr=0; 
    uint8_t octets [4]; 
     
    while (oct_nr > 3) { 
        if (ip_as_string[i] == '.') { 
            octets[oct_nr++] = atoi(ip_as_string.substring(start_pos, i).c_str()); 
            start_pos = i; 
        } 
        i++; 
    } 
    src_ip = IPAddress(octets[0], octets[1], octets[2], octets[3]); 
} 
 
String DEWDBroadcast::print_values(void) { 
    int str_char_index = 0; 
     
    String res = " id="; 
    res += id; 
    res += " resp_index="; 
    res += resp_index; 
     
    res += " src_ip="; 
    res += src_ip[0]; 
    res += "."; 
    res += src_ip[1]; 
    res += "."; 
    res += src_ip[2]; 
    res += "."; 
    res += src_ip[3]; 
     
    res += " resp_message:"; 
    res += '\n'; 
    res += "    "; 
     
    while (resp_message[str_char_index] != '\0') { 
        if (resp_message[str_char_index - 1] == ';') { 
            res += '\n'; 
            res += "    "; 
            res += resp_message[str_char_index]; 
        } 
        else 
            res += resp_message[str_char_index]; 
        str_char_index++; 
    } 
    return res; 
} 
 

 

DEWDTCP.h 

/* 
 DEWDTcp.h Header file defining TCP client-server functionality. 
 Created by Alexander Pukhanov, 2015. 
  
 */ 
  
#ifndef DEWDTcp_h 
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#define DEWDTcp_h 
 
#include <MACAddress.h> 
#include <IPAddress.h> 
#include <WString.h> 
#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 
#include <WiFiServer.h> 
 
class DEWDTcpClass 
{ 
private: 
 
    uint16 _port = 4040;                                                // TCP port 
    WiFiClient _client; 
    WiFiServer _server = WiFiServer(_port); 
 
public: 
    DEWDTcpClass(int port); 
    String make_packet(char flag, IPAddress src_ip, String payload, int id); 
    void start_server(); 
    void restart_server(); 
    bool send_by_ip(String str, IPAddress dest); 
    bool send_by_mac(String str, MACAddress dest); 
    String listen(); 
    String parse(String s); 
    String get_info(); 
    IPAddress get_remote_ip(); 
}; 
#endif 
 

DEWDTCP.cpp 

/* 
 DEWDTcp.cpp Body file defining TCP client-server functionality. 
 Created by Alexander Pukhanov, 2015. 
  
 */ 
  
#include <IPAddress.h> 
#include <WString.h> 
#include <DEWDTcp.h> 
#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 
extern "C" { 
#include "user_interface.h" 
} 
 
ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDTcpClass::DEWDTcpClass(int port) { 
    _port = port; 
    _server = WiFiServer(port); 
    start_server(); 
} 
 
void ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDTcpClass::start_server() {    
    _server.begin(); 
} 
 
void ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDTcpClass::restart_server() {  
    _server = WiFiServer(_port); 
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    _server.begin(); 
} 
 
String ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDTcpClass::make_packet(char flag, IPAddress src_ip, String 
payload, int id) { 
    String ret; 
    ret += flag; 
    ret += " "; 
    ret += id; 
     
    // Make broadcast message, format: "B <id> <src_ip> <payload>" 
    if (flag == 'B') { 
        ret += " "; 
        for (int i=0; i<3;i++) { 
            ret += src_ip[i]; 
            ret += '.'; 
        } 
        ret += src_ip[3]; 
        ret += " "; 
        ret += payload; 
    } 
    // Make response message, format: "R <id> <payload>" 
    else if(flag == 'R') { 
        ret += " "; 
        ret += payload; 
    } 
    // Make direct message, format: "M <id> <src_ip> <payload>" 
    else if(flag == 'M') { 
        ret += " "; 
        for (int i=0; i<3;i++) { 
            ret += src_ip[i]; 
            ret += '.'; 
        } 
        ret += src_ip[3]; 
        ret += " "; 
        ret += payload; 
    } 
    //else wrong-response message is created, format: "W <id>" 
     
    if (ret.indexOf('\n'))                                                      // new-
line char is copied along with text from UART 
        ret.replace('\n', '\0'); 
    return ret; 
} 
 
bool ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDTcpClass::send_by_ip(String str, IPAddress dest) {     
  if (_client.connect(dest, _port)) { 
    _client.println(str); 
    return true; 
  } 
  else { 
      return false; 
  } 
} 
 
bool ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDTcpClass::send_by_mac(String str, MACAddress dest) {     
    uint8_t * macp; 
 
    // check if dest = station interface 
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    wifi_get_macaddr(STATION_IF, macp); 
    MACAddress mac(macp); 
    if (mac == dest) {                                   
        return false; 
    } 
   
    // check if dest = softAP interface 
    wifi_get_macaddr(SOFTAP_IF, macp); 
    mac = MACAddress(macp); 
    if (mac == dest) {                                   
        return false; 
    } 
     
    // check if host is dest 
    struct station_config host_sta; 
    wifi_station_get_config(&host_sta); 
    if (host_sta.bssid_set != 0) 
        mac = MACAddress(host_sta.bssid); 
    else 
        uint8 current_ap_id = wifi_station_get_current_ap_id(); 
     
    if (mac == dest) { 
        if (send_by_ip(str, WiFi.gatewayIP()))                  // REPLACE WITH NON-
ESP8266WiFi FUNCTION! 
            return true; 
        return false; 
    } 
         
 
    // check if one of the clients is dest  
    int count = 0; 
    struct station_info * station = wifi_softap_get_station_info(); 
    struct station_info * next_station; 
     
    if (station == NULL) { 
        return false; 
    } 
           
     while(station) {            
        mac = MACAddress(station->bssid); 
        if (mac == dest) { 
            if (send_by_ip(str, (&station->ip)->addr)) 
                return true; 
            return false; 
        } 
        next_station = STAILQ_NEXT(station, next); 
        station = next_station; 
    } 
    wifi_softap_free_station_info(); 
} 
 
String DEWDTcpClass::listen() { 
    _client = _server.available(); 
    if (!_client)  
        return ""; 
     
    String ret = _client.readStringUntil('\r'); 
    return ret; 
} 
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String ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDTcpClass::parse(String s) { 
    return s.substring( 7 + s.substring(6).indexOf(' ')); 
} 
 
String ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDTcpClass::get_info() { 
    String ret = " port="; 
    ret += _port;        
    return ret; 
} 
 
IPAddress ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDTcpClass::get_remote_ip() { 
    return IPAddress(_client.remoteIP()); 
} 

 

DEWDUDP.h 

/* 
 DEWDUdp.h 
 Created by Alexander Pukhanov, 2015. 
  
 */ 
  
#ifndef DEWDUdp_h 
#define DEWDUdp_h 
 
#include <MACAddress.h> 
#include <WiFiUDP.h> 
#include <IPAddress.h> 
#include <WString.h> 
 
class DEWDUdpClass 
{ 
private: 
    int _broadcast_id; 
     
    int _port = 5555;                                               // UDP port 
    int _multicast_group_port = 5556; 
     
    IPAddress _multicast_group_ip = IPAddress(224,1,1,1); 
     
    WiFiUDP _udp; 
    WiFiUDP _Mudp; 
 
public: 
    DEWDUdpClass(int port, IPAddress multicast_group, int multicast_port); 
    void set_multicast(IPAddress new_ip, int new_port); 
    void start_server(); 
    void restart_server(); 
    String make_packet(String str); 
    void send_unicast(String str, IPAddress dest); 
    void send_multicast(String str); 
    String parse(String s);  
    String get_info(); 
    String listen(); 
}; 
#endif 
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DEWDUDP.cpp 

/* 
 DEWDUdp.cpp 
 Created by Alexander Pukhanov, 2015. 
  
 */ 
  
#include <IPAddress.h> 
#include <WString.h> 
#include <DEWDUdp.h> 
#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 
  
ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDUdpClass::DEWDUdpClass(int port, IPAddress multicast_group, int 
multicast_port) { 
    _port = port; 
    _multicast_group_ip = multicast_group; 
    _multicast_group_port = multicast_port; 
    start_server(); 
} 
 
void ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDUdpClass::set_multicast(IPAddress new_ip, int new_port) { 
    _Mudp.stop(); 
    _multicast_group_ip = new_ip; 
    _multicast_group_port = new_port; 
    _Mudp.beginMulticast(WiFi.localIP(), new_ip, new_port); 
} 
 
void ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDUdpClass::start_server() {    
    _Mudp.beginMulticast(WiFi.localIP(), _multicast_group_ip, _multicast_group_port); 
    _udp.begin(_port); 
} 
 
void ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDUdpClass::restart_server() {  
    _Mudp.stop(); 
    _udp.stop(); 
     
    _Mudp.beginMulticast(WiFi.localIP(), _multicast_group_ip, _multicast_group_port); 
    _udp.begin(_port); 
} 
 
String ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDUdpClass::make_packet(String str) { 
    String ret = "U "; 
    uint8 id = random(100, 256); 
    _broadcast_id =id; 
    ret += id; 
    ret += " "; 
    if (str.indexOf('\n'))                                                      // new-
line char is copied along with text from UART 
        str.replace('\n', '\0'); 
    ret += str; 
    return ret; 
} 
 
void ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDUdpClass::send_unicast(String str, IPAddress dest) { 
    _udp.beginPacket(dest, _port); 
    _udp.write(str.c_str(), strlen(str.c_str())); 
    _udp.endPacket(); 
} 
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void ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDUdpClass::send_multicast(String str) { 
    _Mudp.beginPacket(_multicast_group_ip, _multicast_group_port); 
    _Mudp.write(str.c_str(), strlen(str.c_str())); 
    _Mudp.endPacket(); 
} 
 
String ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDUdpClass::parse(String s) { 
    return s.substring(6); 
} 
 
String ICACHE_FLASH_ATTR DEWDUdpClass::get_info() { 
    String ret = " broadcast_id="; 
    ret += _broadcast_id; 
    ret += "\n port="; 
    ret += _port;        
    ret += "\n multicast_group_ip="; 
    String ip; 
    for (int i=0; i<3;i++) { 
        ip += _multicast_group_ip[i]; 
        ip += '.'; 
    } 
    ip += _multicast_group_ip[3]; 
    ret += ip; 
    ret +="\n multicast_port="; 
    ret += _multicast_group_port; 
    return ret; 
} 
 
String DEWDUdpClass::listen() { 
    unsigned char buff[512];  
    String ret; 
     
    int cb = _udp.parsePacket();     
    if (cb) { 
        /*ret += "Unicast packet received, length="; 
        ret += cb; 
        ret += " received from "; 
        IPAddress rem = _udp.remoteIP(); 
        for (int i=0; i<3;i++) { 
            ret += rem[i]; 
            ret += '.'; 
        } 
        ret += rem[3];       
        ret += ":"; 
        ret += _udp.remotePort(); 
        ret += '\n';*/ 
         
        int a = _udp.read(buff, cb); 
        _udp.flush();  
        buff[cb] = '\0'; 
        String str1(reinterpret_cast<char*>(buff)); 
        ret += str1; 
    } 
     
    int Mcb = _Mudp.parsePacket(); 
    if (Mcb) { 
        /*ret += "Multicast packet received, length="; 
        ret += Mcb; 
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        ret += " received from ";    
        IPAddress rem = _Mudp.remoteIP(); 
        for (int i=0; i<3;i++) { 
            ret += rem[i]; 
            ret += '.'; 
        } 
        ret += rem[3];       
        ret += ":"; 
        ret += _Mudp.remotePort(); 
        ret += '\n';*/ 
         
        int b = _Mudp.read(buff, Mcb); 
        _Mudp.flush();  
        buff[Mcb] = '\0'; 
        String str1(reinterpret_cast<char*>(buff)); 
         
        int udp_id = atoi(str1.substring(1, 5).c_str()); 
        if (_broadcast_id != udp_id) {                                      // check that 
this multicast hasn't been received already 
            send_multicast(str1);                                               // forward 
it along... 
            _broadcast_id = udp_id;                                         // change id 
to prevent echoes 
            ret += str1; 
        } 
        else                                                                            // 
multicast echo - ignore message 
            ret += String(); 
    } 
    return ret; 
} 
 

DEWDESP.h 

/* 
 DEWDESP.h is a part of the DEWD project for ESP8266 module and contains a list of general 
functions specific to ESP8266. 
 Should eventually incorporate the implementation of an al 
 Created by Alexander Pukhanov, 2015. 
  
 */ 
  
#ifndef DEWDESP_h 
#define DEWDESP_h 
 
 
 
 
/* Generate an integer between 1 and max 
     * 
     * param max: Max value. 
     * return: integer 
     */ 
int gen_random(int max); 
 
#endif 
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DEWDESP.cpp 

 
 
#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 
#include "DEWDESP.h" 
 
extern "C" { 
#include "user_interface.h" 
} 
 
int gen_random(int max) { 
  return random(1, max); 
} 

 


